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ABSTRACT
This thesis incorporates the compilation and derivation of 
the theory required for an interactive forecasting system. 
The techniques employed are those of statistical time 
series analysis.
It is shown that the generating function approach given by 
Whittle (1963) for the prediction of stationary processes, 
can also be applied to non-stationary autoregressive 
integrated moving-average (ARIMA) models. Using this 
approach an alternative representation is given for the 
forecast function of an integrated moving average process 
which is simpler than the direct basic form of Godolphin 
(1975) . These models have polynomial-projecting 
predictors, with or without a forward-shifted forecast 
function. The derivation is also extended to include an 
autoregressive parameter of order one to give a forecast 
function which also contains an asymptotic component.
The inclusion of a non-zero mean for the ARIMA process 
gives a modified form for the forecast function. The 
result suggests a technique which is applicable to 
intervention problems. It allows the user, who could be a 
non-specialist or specialist practitioner, to interact with 
the modelling process at any time stage to take account of 
available prior knowledge. This procedure is analogous 
with the Bayesian Forecasting intervention techniques, 
associated with Harrison and Stevens (1976), but it 
simplifies the mathematical complications without reducing 
its applicability.
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The final part of the study incorporates classical 
inference techniques for analysing the data series with 
these forecasting procedures. An interactive forecasting 
system for three non-seasonal univariate models is 
considered with the emphasis falling on simplicity of 
manipulation.
— 3 —
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of data from processes which develop and vary 
with the passing of time constitutes an important area of 
statistics and gives rise to many problems of both a 
theoretical and practical nature.
These data series, comprising a sequence of observations 
equally spaced in time, are known as time-series, examples 
of which can be found in many walks of life, including 
economics, engineering, meteorology, marketing and 
demography. In marketing, for example, the analysis of 
sales figures in successive weeks or months is a necessary 
prerequisite to the forecasting of sales by marketeers who 
wish to plan future production. Also, it may be 
interesting to examine the relationship between sales and 
other time-series such as advertising expenditure.
In general, successive observations of a time-series are 
dependent, which in many cases may be due to some 
underlying process. In the case of marketing, for 
instance, the sales of an item in one particular month may 
depend on demand and the rate of increase of demand in 
previous months. If the structure of the underlying 
process is unknown the model is fitted from the 
consideration of the data only. A known structure can be 
used in formulating the model with the elements being 
estimated from the available observations.
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In general, time series are modelled by random processes so 
that the future is not solely determined by past values. 
Much of the work in the literature has concentrated on a 
number of proposed model-fitting procedures. These include 
the fitting of classical statistical models, namely the 
stationary mixed autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) 
model, including the autoregressive (AR) and moving-average 
(MA) models as special cases, and the non-stationary 
processes, the most popular being the autoregressive 
integrated moving-average (ARIMA) model of Box and Jenkins 
(1970). It seems that many time series are non-stationary, 
and can be rendered stationary by some suitable 
non-parametric transformation, such as differencing.
An alternative approach to modelling time series is 
commonly used by control theorists. This is to write the 
model in state formulation, thus allowing estimation and 
prediction of the state of the underlying process from the 
available observations. Several, state estimation schemes 
have been proposed by Kalman (1960), Kalman and Buoy (1961) 
and Kalman (1963a, 1963b), the most popular being the 
recursive Kalman Filter. Harrison and Stevens (1976) 
proposed using the state-space representation together with 
the Kalman Filter within a Bayesian framework. They called 
their models Dynamic Linear Models. The state-vector is 
chosen in a meaningful way so that changes in the process 
can be incorporated into the model. For example, if the 
sales of a product increasing in popularity is being 
modelled, Harrison and Stevens suggest a choice of model 
which can be expressed in terms of a level and slope, 
namely a linear growth model.
The performance of all the model-fitting procedures 
mentioned above is important in practical situations. The 
applied statistical literature has recorded many instances 
from industry and commerce where data has been modelled by 
one or more of these approaches with varying degrees of 
success. A comprehensive view of statistical forecasting 
procedures applied to univariate time series, including 
those mentioned above, has been given by Harvey (1984) from 
the standpoint of Kalman Theory.
Also, it has been shown in the literature that data 
generating a state-space model and satisfying certain 
conditions can be described by a subclass of general time 
series models in the sense that their predictors are 
equivalent. For example, Godolphin and Harrison (1975) and 
Godolphin and Stone (1980) consider those models having 
equivalent polynomial-projecting predictors. Stone (1981) 
extends the ideas to the more general dynamic linear model 
and shows that under certain conditions predictors based on 
the Kalman filter equations can be expressed in the same 
form which describes predictors of the Box and Jenkins 
forecasting schemes. These results allow for established 
inference techniques of time series analysis to be used on 
data from dynamic linear models.
The principal aim of the work in this thesis is to compile 
and extend the theoretical work required for an 
interactive forecasting system. In the main, work is 
confined to univariate, non-seasonal, time series models.
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Included, is the derivation of a solution to the direct 
basic form of Godolphin (1975) for polynomial projecting 
and asymptotic predictors. We see how the inclusion of a 
non-zero process mean modifies the forecast function and 
can be used for intervention in a way favourable to the 
Bayesian procedure for interaction. Intervention allows 
prior knowledge of events such as strikes and plant close 
downs to be applied to the forecasting methods. Other 
theoretical work includes the discussion of an approach for 
data analysis showing how classical inference techniques 
can be applied to data of linear models. A further 
objective is to incorporate these techniques into an 
interactive forecasting system for three non-seasonal, 
univariate processes, with the emphasis being on the 
simplicity of manipulation. This system is programmed in 
APL.
In Chapter 2, the stationary time series is defined and the 
autoregressive moving-average model introduced. We 
discuss a maximum likelihood approach for estimating the 
model parameters and also Whittle's (1963) approach for 
predicting these stationary processes. To satisfy the need 
for more general models, the non-stationary autoregressive 
integrated moving-average (ARIMA) process is introduced, 
along with the direct basic form for the prediction of 
these models. In the later part of the chapter the 
principles of Bayesian forecasting are discussed. The 
state-space representation for linear models is given. In 
particular, we define the Dynamic Linear Model (DLM) 
introduced by Harrison and Stevens (1976) and consider some
— 10 —
of the models which can be expressed as DLMs. The 
estimation method defined by the Kalman Filter is discussed 
along with the question of forecasting which also allows 
for the inclusion of subjective information.
The techniques presented in Chapter 2 form the basis of the 
ideas which will be used or adapted in future chapters.
Two results in the prediction of ARIMA models are 
considered in Chapter 3. Firstly, an investigation of the 
predictor generating function for stationary processes 
given by Whittle (1963) reveals that the result is also 
true for non-stationary processes although the derivation 
is necessarily different. Secondly, we consider the ARIMA 
process with non-zero mean; that is the addition of a 
deterministic trend function. It is shown how this trend 
is formulated and hence how the minimum mean squared error 
predictor is modified.
Chapter 4, discusses polynomial-projecting predictors and 
presents a solution to the algorithm of Godolphin (1975), 
for the case p=0; that is for the pure integrated moving 
average model. The case when q^d, is the well-known 
polynomial projecting models discussed by Godolphin and 
Harrison (1975) and Godolphin and Stone (1980). If q>d, 
the forecast function is seen to represent a forward- 
shifted polynomial with q-d 'jumps'. The method of 
derivation depends on the generating function result of 
Chapter 3.
— 11 —
Chapter 5, considers asymptotic predictors, and presents an 
alternative expression for the direct basic form when 
p=l.
In Chapter 6, we consider an interactive forecasting 
system. This involves an analysis of the historical data 
to fit one of three non-seasonal univariate processes and 
then extrapolation forward. It is seen how the results 
from the inclusion of a non-zero mean into the process 
equations, discussed in Chapter 3, can be modified to give 
a useful intervention technique, thus allowing for the 
inclusion of any prior knowledge. Also discussed are the 
limitations of the system and possible extensions.
Two brief examples of the system in operation are presented 
in Chapter 7. These illustrate the practical implications 
of the theoretical work.
— 12 —
Chapter 2
CONCEPTS OF TIME SERIES
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter linear univariate time series models are 
discussed. These can be fitted to a data series 
y^,y2 /...y^/ where the observations have been taken at 
fixed intervals in time. Once a model has been chosen 
inferences and predictions can be made.
Classical time series models are introduced in Section 2.2 
and their properties discussed. In Section 2.3 we look at 
the method known as Bayesian Forecasting. This extends the 
classical approach whilst retaining the non-stationary 
processes of 2.2.4 as a special case of a wider class of 
model.
2.2 Classical Time Series
We look first at a class of stochastic processes, called 
stationary models. Some of the conditions of stationarity 
are then relaxed and non-stationary processes discussed.
The class of stationary processes is based on the 
assumption that the process is in a particular state of 
equilibrium. A time-series {y^} is said to be strictly
- 13 -
stationary if the random variables y ,y ,...,y, have the
same joint distribution as y^ -fk'^ t +k'’*’'^t +k
1 2 n
time points t^,...,t^ and any integer k, either positive or
negative. In other words the probabilistic properties of
the time series are unchanged by a shift in time origin.
Assuming also, that y^ ,y^ ,...,y^ has a finite
1 2 n
autocovariance matrix, then the above definition implies 
that the expectation of y^, E[y^], is constant; that is, it 
is independent of t, and the covariance, cov(y^,y^^^), is a 
function of k only; that is cov (y^  =cov (y^  for
all t, s and k.
The function ^^=cov(y^,y^^^) is known as the autocovariance 
function at lag k. The corresponding function, p^=y^/yQ, 
specifying the correlation coefficient between values of 
the process time points k apart, is called the 
autocorrelation function. Clearly, Pq=1 and tor real 
valued processes', P^=P_^ and ]p^J<l.
2.2.1 The Mixed Autoregressive Moving Average Process of 
Order p,q: ARMA(p,q)
A useful class of models for time series analysis is the 
mixed autoregressive moving average process, often 
abbreviated to ARMA process. This model defined by
i ' t " • • • " V t - p =  Gt+6iSt_i+... + BgEt_q (2.2.1)
- 14 -
contains p autoregressive terms and q moving average terms.
The comprise a sequence of independent and identically
distributed random variables with mean zero and common 
variance V (e).
Two special cases of an ARMA(p,q) process can be defined.
If p=0, we have what is termed a moving average process of 
order q, namely an MA(q) process, and if q=0, an 
autoregressive process of order p, often known as an AR(p) 
process.
The model (2.2.1) is stationary provided that (p (z) given by
(f) (z) =!-(}) -(p^ z^  (2,2.2)
has all its roots outside the unit circle |z|=1.
Also the process is said to be invertible if the modulus of 
the inverse zeros of
3(z)=l+3^z+...+3gZ% (2.2.3)
are less than one in modulus.
To calculate the autocovariance function, we multiply the 
model equation (2.2.1) by y^_^ and take expectations, to 
obtain
Tk-4iYk_i---'-$pYk-D = .1 Uk^q (2.2.4)
1. - 3 = 0
- 15 -
If k>q then E[e^_jy^_^]=0, 0<j<q. Hence
This is a generalisation of the Yule-Walker equations.
To evaluate the right-hand side of (2.2.4) y^_^ is 
expressed in a moving average representation using the Wold 
decomposition theorem (1938), namely
where the b 's are formed from the moving average 
coefficient generating function B(z), where
j _ B(z) _ l+BiZ+---+6gZ^
B(z) = I b.z" = 
-4 —n Jj=0 “* l-(f)^ z-. . .-(j)pZ^
(2.2.5)
Having determined the b's the right-hand side of (2.2.4 
becomes
where
except when j=i+k
Therefore, we can rewrite (2.2.4) as
— 16 —
q-k
Yk-hYk-r-*--Vk-p = i^k^q
(2.2.4a)
= 0 , k>q+l
2.2.2 Estimation of Parameters
A time series model is specified in terms of unknown 
parameters which are then estimated from the data.
In this section we look at the estimation of parameters for 
stationary models, in particular the ARMA(p,q) process, a 
topic which has been discussed a great deal in the 
literature.
It is assumed that the time series {y^} is generated by an 
ARMA(p,q) process, given by (2.2.1) with both p and q 
known, and where the are independent and identically
distributed random variables. The problem is to estimate 
the parameters (})^,... ,(1)^ ,3^ /... ^ 3^ and V(e).
A maximum likelihood approach to this problem was proposed 
by Whittle (1953 , 1954) .
Whittle also examined the asymptotic theory for the
estimators. He concluded that the maximum likelihood
estimator of 1^= (# ,...,# ) and 3=(3i,...,3 ) is consistent, — 1 p ~ 1 q
efficient and asymptotically normal with a covariance 
matrix not dependent on V(e). Durbin (1960) and Walker
(1962) also give methods for estimating ^ and £.
- 17 -
Expressions for the maximum likelihood estimators for the
ARiVLA process have been given by both Tuan (1979) and 
Godolphin (1980). We now consider a recent procedure given 
by Godolphin (1984) . This generalises the moving average 
model, p=0, discussed by Whittle (1951) and the 
autoregressive model, q=0, again given by Whittle (1954). 
The former is described in more detail by Godolphin (1977a, 
1978). As a result of the 1978 paper Angell and Godolphin 
(1978) published a computer implementation for a 
pseudoquadratically convergent system for the estimation 
procedure.
Suppose that we have a realisation Y=(y^,...,y^)', then 
these Y can be transformed to a set of m sample serial 
correlations, r^,(k=l,...,m), defined by
with c^, the sample serial covariance of lag k, given by
n-k
= I/ t ^ t + k •t=l
m<<n is of the order of about 30-40.
The log likelihood for Y is given by
logL=-Hnlog2TTV(e)+log detr^+V(e) "^Y'f^^Y } (2.2.6)
- 18 -
where is the covariance matrix of Y. Differentiating 
(2.2.6) with respect to V(e) and 8^ , where 8^ is the kth
element of 8=(^_,...,^ ,3.,...,3 ), we obtain the following— 1 P -L 4
approximations to the likelihood equations.
^  (Y'j^1y )=0, k=l,...,p+q (2.2.7)
and
V?e)=HYT (2.2.8)- -  -n -
where the contribution of det_T^  has been ignored, as the 
effect it has on the estimates is insignificant. To obtain 
the solution to (2.2.7) for ^ and j3 it is possible to adopt 
a further approximation, originally proposed by Whittle
-1
(1951) , and more recently explored by Shaman (1976) .
is replaced by n , where IT is the covariance matrix for n —n —n
consecutive values of the stationary ARMA(q,p) process.
=t+Gi=t-i+-• • •■‘f’p’^t-p-
is a sequence of independent identically distributed 
random variables with expectation zero and unit variance.
Using this approximation, the likelihood equation (2.2.7) 
becomes
^V?e)=0, k=l,...,p+q (2.2.9)
where the expression for V(e) obtained from (2.2.8) is 
given by
- 19 -
/N m
V(e) = TfQCQ+2 I TT^ c^  (2.2.10)
k= 1
An alternative representation can be found for V(e) by 
consideration of the covariance generating function for the 
pure autoregression obtained when 4)=0 in (2.2.1). This is 
defined by
00
TT^ t I ttMz^+z"^) = {3(z)3(z"l)}"l 
 ^k=0 ^
where denotes the autocovariance function for the
process. Substitution into the covariance generating 
function of the process (2.2.1),
I TT, (z +Z ) = (p{z)(p{z )(3(z)3(z )} ,
 ^k=l ^
gives
^0 =
1=1
= 90"k+.I,9i("k-l+"k+i)' 
1  1
(2.2.11)
where
P
9o = 1+ Ii=l ^
p-k
%  = -V.^,h<fk+i' 1—1
= -'<’p
—  20 —
Defining modified sample serial correlations {c*;k^l} 
analogously to (2.2.11) by
P
=0 = 90^0+2
i=l
(2.2.12)
P
= 9oCk+. I.9i(Ck_i+Ck+i) , k>.l
i=l
and
•k - C*
it follows that
m m
^0=0 I, \ ‘=k"’^ 0=0+2 I .
k=l k=l
Thus the maximum likelihood estimator of V(e) given by 
(2.2.10) becomes
/\ m
V(e) = ir*c*+2^y (2.2.13)
Hence, the likelihood equations for ^ and ^ are from 
(2.2.9) and (2.2.13) ,
k=l
k=l
the solutions of which are the maximum likelihood 
estimators of (j) and 3.
- 21 -
Algorithm 1
The maximum likelihood estimate of ^ is given by the 
equation
(2.2.14)
where the elements / • • • / of
1 = ’•'o ^1 '*'p-l and }p =
fl *0 ... lip-2 2^
'(’p-l ’l'p-2'• •’*'0 /p_
are linear combinations of the sample serial correlations 
defined by
m
and the quantities tTjJ, (O^k^m) , are given by
TT*=-0 n*=l-(3^n*+... + 3gn*)
and
" k = - ( G l " k - l + - - - + G q n * _ g ) ,  k>q+l
where
0=A^+W-_3^'
- 22 -
with the two matrices Ag and W discussed by Godolphin and 
Unwin (1983) and given by
1 1^' • • ®q-l and W= ' 62 3^• • • ^ q 0
0 1 ... 3 o . . .
•
q-2
• • •
• • • • •
0 0 . . .1 0 0 ... 0
0
0
The estimation equation (2.2.14) is in fact a 
straightforward generalisation of the usual Yule-Walker 
estimation equation for a pure autoregression (Whittle, 
1954) .
Algorithm 2
For a given estimate of ^ used to form the vectors
R*=(r*,...,r*) and R*= (r*--- - ,r*) from (2.2.12)
— i 1 q — z q-r i in
/N
the corresponding estimate 3 of ^ is given by the solution 
for 3 in the iterative equation
i=lo+ElH+H2£2 (2.2.15)
(2.2.15) is pseudoquadratically convergent if the qxq
matrix is taken as 
—  1
* - i,i = lf...,q33-
- 23 -
where p=(p,,...,p ) denotes the vector of autocorrelations— 1 q
defined by
q-k q
1=0 1=1
^  is defined by
So=s-yp
and the elements u. , ,1=1,...,q,k=l,...,m-q of the
1 ,q+K
qx(m-q) matrix satisfy the recurrence relation
"ik="i,-k'
2q
’"ik=-.^/i"ik-i' k)q+l 
1=1
Uio=-2(ypJi
where 3* is the coefficient of z in the expansion of
{3 ( z ) .
In practice an initial estimate of (^ ,3^ ) ' is taken and 
algorithms 1 and 2 employed to derive new estimates from 
which further estimates are calculated. The iterative 
procedure continues until convergence is achieved. Once 
the best estimates have been obtained the maximum 
likelihood estimator of V(e) is calculated from (2.2.13).
- 24 -
Remarks
(1) For the special case p=q=l, the estimation equations
(2.2.15) and (2.2.14) become
with
Ç rn. -i — 1 ^ 4
B (B) = (1-B ) I i(-6)] r .-2B I (-6)^r.
i=l  ^ 1=1 ^
O A ^ 4—0 4
B (g) = l+g^+(l-g4) I (i-l)(-g)] ^r.-4 I (-g)^r. 
 ^ j=2 ] j=l ^
and
/\ ^ m  4_i ^ 4
() = {(l+g ) I (-g)] ^r,-g}/{l + 2 I (-g)Jr.} (2.2.17)
1=1  ^ 1=1 ^
(2) Sample variances of the estimates can be obtained from 
the algorithm of Godolphin and Unwin (1983), which derives 
the covariance matrix V/n of the parameter set
2 r I '•* * *  * *'^ q^  *
Algorithm 3
-1V=F
where nF the information matrix is given by
- 25 -
F = F F 
F ' F
where F . . and F __ are pxp and qxq matrices respectively 
— (p(p — Bp
Assuming q>p, to derive the submatrices of F we define
-<t> 1 ‘f’l-• ^p *p_i' • • (f>i
0 1 ..."0p_2 0 0p ... 02
0 0 . . . 1 0 0 ...0p
C = 1 3 . --- 3 0 . . . 0X y ' 2  = ^ ^  B q •• • 2
'
»
* 0 •
c
0 ” 0 0 @ g
0 ■ 0
• •
0 0 ...0 0. . . 1 0...0 0 . . . 0
Then
F  ^=A'A -B'B 
“0 0 *“0‘"’0 ■”0“0
f"^ =A'A -B'B
~33 -B'^ 3 -g-f
where A and B are the matrices A and B with B,
“ B ~B “ 0 “ 0 k
replacing -0, and q replacing p. Finally F is given by
0B
the first q columns of G where
G=(B'D-C'A^) -1
— 26 —
The sample variances form the diagonal of V whose elements
are given by cov(0.,0.) where i,j=l,.../P+q and 0, is the
I D  ^
kth element of For p<q, the same method applies, with
the matrices now being qxq and not pxp. F^^ becomes the 
first p rows of G.
2.2.3 Predicting Stationary Time Series
The approach discussed in this section is due to Whittle
(1963), and assumes that the model is known. In practice 
it is first necessary to specify the order of the ARMA 
process and estimate the parameters.
It is assumed that the time series {y^} is stationary and 
non-deterministic. Then by the Wold decomposition theorem 
y^ has an infinite moving average representation
j=0
with t>Q=l. It is required to predict y^^^ at time t from a 
linear combination of past and present values of {y^}.
Thus the predictor y^(m) of y^^^ is expressed by
y^(m) = I q^(m)y. . (2.2.18)
 ^ j=0 ]
The weights q .(m) need to be chosen such that the
2
prediction error variance E[(y^(m)-y^^^) ] is minimised
Minimising this quantity gives
—  21 —
y^(m) = i  (2.2.19)
] -U
This result is reasonable, since the predictor is the 
expectation of conditional on y^,y^_^,... . That is,
y^ (m) is obtained from the expression for y^^^ by setting 
future values of {e^} equal to their expected value zero.
Also, the prediction error, a finite moving
average
<”>=^t+m+Sl^t+m-l+-’•+Pm-l^t+l'
with prediction error variance,
m-1 ry
V(e) \ b 
1=0 ^
which increases monotonically with m.
The formulation (2.2.19) is however not very useful since 
the are not observed.
Writing
and defining the generating functions
Ym
00 . CO .
(z) = \ 0.(m)z^ and 0 (z) = \ q .(m)
j=0  ^ ^ i=0 ]
— 2 8 —
then the relationship between these functions is given by
Hence
Q
The (m) can be determined from (2.2.20) so that the 
predictor y^^m) can be found in terms of the previous 
observations from (2.2.18).
It should be noted however that the q^(m) can only be 
determined if (2 .2 .2 0 ) can be expressed as a power series 
in z. For the ARMA process B(z) is given by (2.2.5).
Hence it is clear from (2.2.20) that the roots of B(z) must 
be greater than one in modulus, that is; if a predictor of 
the form (2.2.18) is to exist, the model must be 
invertible.
2.2.4 Non-Stationary Time Series
In practice the stationary processes described in 
Section 2.2.1 for modelling time series have proved 
unacceptable. Because of this attempts have been made to 
modify the concepts of a stationary model to be more in 
keeping with observed time series yet at the same time keep 
some of the properties of stationarity.
- 29 -
One approach is suggested by Whittle (1963, Chapter 8 ) in 
which a non-stationary time series is described by a model 
which becomes stationary on the application of a suitable 
transformation; in particular differencing was proposed to 
remove the non-stationary source of variation. This 
approach is widely used in econometrics. The idea 
considered by Yaglom (1955) is at the centre of Box and 
Jenkins (1970) work and is a widely accepted approach.
The generalised linear non-stationary model known as the 
autoregressive integrated moving-average model of order 
(p,d,q), usually abbreviated to ARIMA(p,d,q), is defined by
+ (2 .2 .2 1 )
where
t=yt' f i ] y t - i + - ^ y t - a
and where the two polynomials 0 (z) and 3(z) given 
respectively by (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) have no common zeros 
and all these zeros lying outside the unit circle. The
are independent and identically distributed with mean 
zero and common variance.
Usually, the constant term X will be equal to zero and the 
model will represent a series of stochastic trends. It 
may, however, be required to include a deterministic 
function into the model by allowing X to be non-zero. For
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example, if d=l, the model can be used with A40 to include 
a possible deterministic linear trend in the presence of 
non-stationary noise.
Allowing X to be non-zero is equivalent to putting
E[v ‘^Y^]=A.
For the purpose of the remainder of this chapter it is 
assumed that X is equal to zero.
The ARIMA(p,d,q) process has been described by Box and 
Jenkins (1970) in three ways. The most widely used is the 
difference equation form given by (2.2.21), with X=0.
Their inverted form gives a non-stationary autoregressive 
representation
which will always exist because of the assumption that the 
process is invertible.
Also defined by Box and Jenkins is a random shock form, 
given by
V = I b.E (2 .2 .2 2 )
^ i=o J J
that is, a linear combination of the random noise which is 
similar to the Wold representation for a stationary
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process. This form, however, is extremely doubtful because 
the infinite series does not converge in mean square. 
Godolphin (1975) criticizes this form of the model.
Remark
In Section 2.2.2 the maximum likelihood estimation of 
stationary processes was discussed. No similar detailed 
theory exists on the estimation of parameters of ARIMA 
processes. However, this theory is not necessary as these 
non-stationary processes can be rendered stationary by 
differencing the data.
Therefore, by the consideration of a realisation
generated by an ARIMA(p,d,q) process, given 
by (2 .2 .2 1 ), with A=0 , differencing the data d times allows 
for the estimation procedure of Section 2.2.2 to be 
applied.
2.2.5 Predicting Non-Stationary Time Series
We now discuss a direct method for formulating predictors 
of the ARIMA(p,d,q) process. The main source of material 
is Godolphin (1975).
Given observations y^,y^_^,..., where {y^} is generated by 
an ARIMA(p,d,q) process, the minimum mean squared error 
predictor, y^(m), of the unobserved y^^^ at time t is 
defined to be the conditional expectation of y^^^ based on
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knowledge up to and including time t; that is
y^(m)=E[y^^^|y^.,y^_^, . . .] (2.2.23)
(m) is obtained by replacing t by t+m in the difference 
equation form for the model given by (2.2.21), with X = 0, 
and taking conditional expectations at time t, which is 
achieved by writing
^^yt+kht'^t-l'• •
B[Et+kiyt'yt-i''"']"° '
(2.2.24)
E[yt_k|yt'yt_i'---]=yt-k ' 0<k<p+d-m
E  [ E t _ k  I y t  ' y f l  ' • • • ’ = y t - k " y t - k - l  0 < k < q - m
This method results in a difference equation in the 
predictors y. (]),y._ (1 ) and the observations y whicht t ] r*“j
can be solved to find y (k) in terms of the y._..t j
Example 2.2.1
Consider the ARIMA(0,1,1) process given by
yt-yt-i=V^\-r
Replacing t by t+1 and taking conditional expectations 
using (2.2.24) gives,
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(i)+gYt-i (i) = (i+6 )yt
which has the solution
y^(i) = (1+6 ) I (-g)]yt_i
j=0 " ^
and for m>2 ,
(m)=y^(m-1 ) ; 
that is for all k>l,
(m)=y^(l) .
This result is known as the exponentially weighted moving 
average (EWMA) and is widely used in industrial 
forecasting. A process having a forecast function of this 
form is known as a constant forecast model.
The problem with algorithm (2.2.24) is that except in the
simplest cases it makes explicit formulae for the
predictors very hard to find. Godolphin (1975) gives a
direct basic form to obtain forecasts of y. . withoutt+m
requiring forecasts of y^+i'*•*'yt+m-1 * This form is 
fairly straightforward if p, d and q are relatively small, 
but, for larger values the expression for y^(m) can become 
quite cumbersome. Box and Jenkins (1970) suggest that one 
rarely meets a situation where p, d, or q are greater than 
2 and that values of zero or unity are often appropriate 
for one or more of these coefficients.
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Before presenting the direct basic form it is necessary to
introduce some new concepts, the updating series and 
component series, both of which are linear combinations of 
the observations {y^_j;]>0 }.
We define the updating series by
q-1 q
and the component series by
Ct=Yt-Ut_i (2.2.25)
Combining the above two equations,
q-1
\  (2.2.26)
] = 0
It is convenient at this stage to define the respective 
generating functions of C^ and by
C ( z ) = ^  (2.2.27)
U(z) = g (2.2.28)
Z P  I z )
We now consider the case p=0 and define the one-step ahead 
predictor of an ARIMA(0,d,q) process by
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d-2 .
y^(l) = U.+ I V^C. (2.2.29)
^ 1=0
where the second term disappears for d=l.
To forecast more than one-step ahead it is necessary to 
define the differenced series f^ by
k»0 (2.2.30)
and then simplify in terms of the component series 
according to the following formula
(2.2.31)
r k^q+1
The m-step ahead forecast for the ARIMA(0,d,q) process for 
m%2 , is defined by
y t W  = %  (2.2.32)
where
yt(i)="d
and are defined by
n%=U^+C^+...+V^ 2c^, 2<k<d (2.2.33
— 3 6 —
Occasionally it is necessary to apply (2.2.25) and (2.2.26) 
to the expression for y^(m) so as to obtain the simplest 
form.
Example 2.2.2
Consider again the ARIMA(0,1,1) model
yt-yt-r^t+SEt-i-
From (2.2.25) and (2.2.26), 
so that
\ + 6Ut-i=(l+B)yt-
Therefore is the EWMA.
Also
f^ — 0 , k^ 2 ,
so
yt'i)="t
and
y^(m)=&Y=Ut' M>2 ,
thus confirming the previous result
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Generalising this approach to the case ptO, the expression 
for the updating and component series given by (2.2.26) and 
(2.2.25) respectively remain unchanged as does the 
definition of f^ given by (2.2.30). It can be shown that
now
(2.2.34)
j= 0 1=1
where the second term on the right hand side vanishes if 
k>p in which case the upper limit on the first summation 
changes from k-1 to p. All subsequent f^ satisfy
• •” '*p^ k-p"°' k»q+l (2.2.35)
Thus, we define the one-step ahead predictor of an 
ARIMA(p,d,q) process by
d-2 . P
y^d) = Ut+.I <t>jV Ct+i_j
1—u 3 — 1
d-lr... . (2.2.36)
where the central term vanishes if d=l. The m-step ahead 
predictor, for m^2 is given by
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where
P
and (2.2.38)
d-2 P 
«d = V J /  Ct+ 1  d>2
1 — U 3 —  1
Example 2.2.3
The ARIMA(1,1,2) model is given by
9yt-*7yt-l=Ct+6iEt_i+62Et-2
For this model
Pt~y t'*'® 1 2^ ‘^t- 1 
^t=yt-\-r
From (2.2.34) and (2.2.35)
f2=
k-2
f% = 0 f2, ^^3
so that.
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yt(l)=Ut+
k-2
yt(k)=f2i+ I^ i=o K ]
:Ut+*C^+(6 2+*8i+*^)Ct I
i=2
=U,+*C. + (g_ + *gi+*2 ) (l-*k-l)c 
t t Z i t
Remark
Applying the statistical forecasting method of Section
2.2.5 presupposes that the statistical behaviour of the 
future will be similar to the statistical behaviour of the 
past; that is, it is assumed that the historical trend 
continues unperturbed into the future with no effect from 
special or altered factors currently prevailing over the 
forecast period. If, however, it is believed that some 
future events are likely to be untypical of past behaviour, 
then some scope is needed for making adjustments to the 
forecasts obtained from the model. This is a matter of 
judgement and depends on the knowledge not available to the 
model; for example a competitor may open a new plant, or a 
new customer may be expected. Allowing for a combination 
of forecasts obtained from the model and from external 
factors is an important feature of a forecasting system and 
offers an advantage over statistical forecasting methods.
In the literature. Box and Tiao (1975) and Jenkins (1979) 
discuss intervention models in which dummy variables are
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introduced as input variables. These take the form of an 
impulse for events such as strikes and a step function in 
the case of external factors such as a change in policy or 
legislation. Tiao et al (1975) use an intervention model 
to consider the Los Angeles Photochemical Smog data. More 
recent, Cholette (1982) describes a technique combining the 
historical information embodied in the ARIMA model with 
partial prior information in the form of 'benchmarks'. An 
alternative technique for intervention will be considered 
in Section 6.4.
2.3 Bayesian Concepts
Bayesian Forecasting is a time series approach which has 
become synonymous with the work of Harrison and Stevens.
The method first proposed in 1971 and elaborated on in 1976 
incorporates a state-space formulation with Bayesian ideas. 
These ideas discussed by Zellner (1971) include a means for 
estimating model parameters. Also considered by Zellner 
was the problem of incorporating both the researchers prior 
views on the validity of the model and evidence from 
experimental data in the choosing of the most appropriate 
model.
Primarily, Bayesian forecasting was a univariate time 
series method but it can be easily extended as shown in the 
1976 paper of Harrison and Stevens. For the purpose of 
this thesis, however, only univariate models are 
considered.
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Several applications to Bayesian Forecasting appear in the 
literature. Harrison and Stevens (1975) produced a working 
paper of four case studies, whilst Green and Harrison 
(1973) consider the method applied to fashion goods. 
Johnston and Harrison (1973) investigating the UK Cider 
Market show how the method can be adapted to include 
variables such as price and promotion effects.
Other extensions to aspects of the approach of Harrison and 
Stevens have been given by Smith (1979, 1980), Godolphin 
and Stone (1980) , Key and Godolphin (1981) and Harvey 
(1982), who considers the estimation of usually assumed 
pre-set parameters.
An assessment of the performance of this Bayesian technique 
has recently been given by Fildes (1983).
2.3.1 State-Space Formulations
In their work Harrison and Stevens consider two models for 
non-stationary time-series, namely the steady model and the 
linear growth model. Both processes are examples of 
'Markov polynomial' models as discussed by Harrison (1967) 
and Godolphin and Harrison (1975) . Roberts (1984) 
describes how these models can be extended to include 
autoregressive terms.
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The Steady Model
The steady model has the appearance of being 'trend-free' 
and hence has a special place in prediction theory. It is 
used in numerous applications especially in short term 
forecasting when it often appears to be an adequate 
description of the data series.
Let us suppose that at any time t we have a random variable 
y^ which can be observed and a random variable 9^  
representing an underlying level. y^ is known as the 
observation variable and 8  ^the state random variable. 6  ^
cannot be observed directly at any time, but obviously the 
observations will be informative about this parameter. For 
example, y^ and 6  ^can be related by an equation such as
yt=8t+^t' (2.3.1)
In addition there exists a model resembling that of the 
distribution of 0^ to the distribution of 8^_^. A typical 
relation could be
0^  = 0^_2+w^, w^^N(]i^,W) (2.3.2)
Using (2.3.1) with (2.3.2) means that given the 
distribution of 0^^^ at time t-1 the distribution of y^ can 
be found at t-1 and hence y^ can be forecast. Usually, 
and u will both be zero. The cases when they are non-zero 
are discussed in Section 2.3.5.
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The Linear Growth Model
The steady model is now extended by the addition of a slope 
term. The current observation y^ is again represented in 
the non-seasonal case by a random fluctuation around its 
current level 0^ . That is
However, instead of assuming the level is fixed, 0^  is 
updated from its previous level 0^_^ by a trend factor 3 ,^ 
again disturbed by random noise.
The trend is assumed to be a random walk so as to complete 
the description of how the parameters develop over time.
3t=3t_i'^ i^ 2t'
This non-stationary structural model was proposed by Theil 
and Wage (1964) . Nerlove and Wage (1964) pointed out that 
the observations generated by the linear growth model are 
consistent with the ARIMA(0,2,2) model defined in 
Section 2.2.4. It has also been shown that the steady 
model is equivalent to a proper subset of the class of 
ARIMA(0,1,1) processes. These equivalences, in the sense
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that their predictors are equivalent, depend on the value 
of the variances. With the steady model however, as V and 
W vary over the non-negative real numbers, only a portion 
of the invertibility region of the ARIMA(0,1,1) model is 
traced out as noted by Godolphin and Harrison (1975) and 
Godolphin and Stone (1980). A similar problem exists for 
the linear growth model. There are a number of ways of 
overcoming such restrictions; one is to introduce 
cross-covariance terms. This however causes problems of 
identification and implementation. Another way is to 
increase the dimension of the state vector, in both cases 
by one, as discussed by Godolphin and Key (1981) who look 
at the notion of predictor equivalence and how it is 
related to the concepts of observability and 
controllability. A third way related to the first two, is 
to extend the definition of Harrison and Stevens 
state-space formulation so that we have a second order 
Markov process.
The Extended Steady Model
We postulate an extended model which covers the 
invertibility region of any ARIMA(0,1,1) process, depending 
on the values of the system error covariance matrix 
W=E[a)^ o)^ ]. This is given by
(2.3.3)
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The Extended Linear Growth Model
For the extended linear growth model we have
' VN(y^,V)
K t \
(2.3.4)
Bt=Bt-l+W2t (JÜ2t
'/«I 0
This is equivalent to the ARIMA(1,1,2) model if |0|<1 and 
for 0=1, the ARIMA(0,2,2) model. If #=0, we have an 
ARIMA(0,1,2) model. The process (2.3.4) is not 
controllable if 0 =-l, so for 0 <-x, where x is a specified 
positive number, a different model needs to be chosen. If 
0=1, we shall call the process a Continuous Linear Growth 
Model and if |0|<1, a Bounded Linear Growth Model. For the 
bounded linear growth model the full invertibility region 
of the ARIMA(1,1,2) process is not covered; however more is 
covered than in the Harrison-Stevens case.
2.3.2 The Dynamic Linear Model
In the previous section the models are considered in terms 
of their 'natural' parameters and structure. The Bayesian 
approach being used is relevant to Normal probability 
distributions and because linear combinations of normals 
themselves are normal these models can be translated in 
terms of Dynamic Linear Models (DLMs).
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Each model defined in Section 2.3.1 can be represented in 
the form of two equations, the first defining how the 
observation is generated, that is on what parameters the 
observations depend and the nature of the random component. 
This is usually written as
yt=£tlt"^^t' /V^ ) (2.3.5)
where
0  ^is an nxl vector of parameters at period t 
representing the level or growth etc.
is an Ixn row vector chosen to select the relevant—t
parameters and to incorporate the independent 
variables.
is the random noise, which is an independent 
drawing from a distribution with mean y  ^and variance 
V^. Usually y^ is zero.
Equation (2.3.5) is called the OBSERVATION EQUATION.
The second equation defines how the parameters change 
through time, both as a result of the inherent process 
dynamics and from random shocks or disturbances. This can 
be written as
- ( j O
where
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G is an nxn matrix defining how the parameters 
deterministically develop through time.
are drawings from a multivariable distribution with 
mean y and variance/covariance matrix W, . This
— (A) — t
creates the stochastic development of the parameters 
through time. is usually zero; cases where it is
non-zero will be discussed in Section 2.3.5.
Equation (2.3.6) is called the SYSTEM EQUATION.
Thus, considering for example, the extended linear growth 
model given by (2.3.4), we can express this in DLM form by 
writing the state vector as (8^,3^,6^_^)'. This gives a 
DLM of increased dimension to the DLM of Harrison and 
Stevens growth model, but effectively we have one redundant 
equation. The model can be written
y^=[l 0 1 ]
6t-l
■V,
(2.3.7)
■®t ■ = (P 1 0 i t _ ; 1 1
6t
0 1 0 6t-l
+ 0 1
L'
0 0 8t-2 0 0
“It
“2t
That is we define
F^=[l 0 1
— 48 —
0 1 0  
0 1 0  
1 0  0
Wt= 1 1 
0 1 
0 0
Wit 0
0 w
2t
1 0  0 
1 1 0
similarly, the steady model (2.3.3) can be expressed in DLM 
form by writing the state vector as (6 f^e^ _j^ ) ' . In this
case F,=[l 1] and G.= 
— t  — t
1 0 
1 0
2.3.3 Estimating DLMs; The Kalman Filter
The very powerful Kalman Filter technique originally given 
by Kalman (1963a), is a recursive method for estimating the 
present state of a system and has applications in control 
and regression theory as well as time-series analysis. An 
introductory paper is given by Young (1974) . This 
inferential estimation method forms the mathematical basis 
for Bayesian Forecasting.
Suppose the past history of the time-series is represented 
by Y=(y^,y^_^,...,y^) which is also denoted by 
y^=(y^ ^,y^). Initially at time t=0, it is assumed that 
the parameter vector 0  ^ has a prior distribution in the 
form of a normal probability distribution with mean m^ and
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variance . Then if is described through the DLM, the
Kalman Filter, (Harvey 1981, Chapter 4, Harrison and 
Stevens, 1976) , provides elegant relationships to derive 
recursively the one-step ahead forecasts y^ and to revise 
the information concerning the parameter vectors; that is 
the posterior distribution of 0^ conditional on
, y ,V , y and W . This posterior distributionr — L V r —(ij r
captures everything about the system that is known and is 
also relevant to forecasting its future values.
The Kalman Filter
Let the DLM of Section 2.3.2 be the model description for 
an observation series {y^}. Then if the distribution of 
^  prior to the first observation is N(m.Q,CQ), the 
posterior at time t is also normal, that is.
The values of m.,C. are then obtained recursively by
—  U  —  u
R=GC. .G'+W. (2.3.8)— — 1 -1— —t
B=F^RF/+V. —t 1 t
At=RF^(B) 1
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Then
m.=Gm. -+A.e.+u (2.3.9)—t — t-i —t t — 03
Çt=R-A^BA^ (2.3.10)
The recursive nature of algorithm (2.3.8) is important 
since it means that the current posterior distribution can 
be calculated from the most recent observation value 
(y, ,F ), the posterior distribution, (q i I ^,F^ ^), andt '—U —U ■“ X • —
the current observation noise and disturbance means and 
variances.
Further examination of (2.3.8) reveals that y^ and B are 
the expectation and variance respectively of y^ given data 
up to and including y^ ^,F^ ^; that is, the one-step ahead 
forecast, so that the quantity e^ is the conditional 
one-step ahead forecast error. The quantity A^ is known as 
the Kalman gain vector and is closely analogous to the 
'smoothing constant' of many conventional systems, the 
difference being, that A^ is not in general a constant but 
is an nxl vector.
2.3.4 Predicting Dynamic Linear Models
In this section information obtained from the Kalman Filter 
algorithm is used to deduce the distribution of future 
observations y^^^, (k=l,2,...) . These predictions are 
derived from the current parameter uncertainty, future 
observation noises and the observation mean and
variance, and respectively.
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At time t+k the observation and system equations, (2.3.5) 
and (2.3.6) respectively can be written as
Vk=5it+k-l+^t+k <2 -3-1 2 )
Inferences are first needed about the parameter 
Suppose then that
where
5ot=St=Var[8tlyt,Ft]
(2.3.13)
(2.3.14)
are known from the Kalman Filter. Then taking conditional 
expectations of (2 .3 .1 2 ), gives
w
(2.3.15)
-5™k-it+Ëw
and similarly
4t=GVar[et^^_llySFt]G'+W^^k
=GC,^.lt^'+Wt+k
(2.3.16)
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Hence the mean and variance of 0. ,, can be calculated—t+k
recursively using (2.3.15) and (2.3.16) respectively.
Now, letting the prediction mean of the k-step ahead 
process be given by
and the predictor variance by
Bkt=Var[Yt^kly^'£^J
Then if is known, from (2.3.11) and (2.3.13) it is
immediately known that
ykt=^t+k2kt+%  ' (2.3.17)
Bkt=£t+kMt+k+\+k <3-3-18)
A sensible value for the predictor y^(k) of y^^^ is the 
conditional expectation of y^^^; thus we define y^(k) from 
(2.3.17) by
=It+kf^”t-lt+liJ+Uv' from (2.3.15)
The continuous application of (2.3.15) gives
yt(k)=Ft+k[-^^^+'-+^^'--+-^ ^)U(o]+y^ (2.3.19)
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In this thesis is always a constant row vector, so 
(2,3.19) can be rewritten as
y,-(k)=F. + (I+G+. . .+G’^~f)y ]+n (2.3.20
where apart from special cases such as intervention )j ^  and 
u are taken to be zero.
2.3.5 Intervention
Up until now in Section 2.3, it has been assumed that the
noise and disturbance means y  ^and equal zero and that
the variances and W. are constant for all time t. We t —t
now consider the case when one or both of the means may be 
non-zero and also together with the variances need not be 
fixed for all time t. Thus, it is now possible to interact 
with the modelling process at any time t to take account of 
prior knowledge, such as sudden occurrences like strikes, a 
rival company closing down, a plant shutting for good or 
maybe a few months. This was remarked on by Harrison and 
Stevens (1976). Once the new information has been 
incorporated, the updating procedure is carried out as 
described in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4.
There are several important ways in which the noise and 
disturbance means and variances can successfully be used to 
interact with the modelling process. For example, it the 
underlying demand 0 is expected to jump to a new sustained 
level, then y can be used to quantify the best estimate or
—  U)
expected size and direction of the jump. If a maverick
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order contributes to the observation but has no 
sustained effect on the underlying demand, may be used 
to convey information on the size of this order.
Similarly, if an event such as a strike is likely 
to temporarily depress demand y  ^may be used as the 
expected strike effect on observed demands. With regards 
the variances, if a major event associated with the 
underlying level of demand takes place then the uncertainty 
associated with the shift in level is likely to increase. 
This can be reflected by the appropriate value of W^. 
can be altered to deal with unusual events which affect the 
observed demand but not the underlying level. These may 
introduce additional uncertainty about an observation y^.
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Chapter 3
THE PREDICTOR GENERATING FUNCTION
PLUS DETERMINISTIC TRENDS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present two results applicable to the 
prediction of non-stationary processes.
The predictor generating function for the ARIMA(p,d,q) 
process is considered in Section 3.2. It is shown how, by 
an alternative derivation, this generating function can be 
defined in the same way as for stationary models; that is 
by the result of Whittle (1963, Chapter 3).
The second result discussed in Section 3.3 considers the 
ARIMA process with non-zero mean and shows how the 
inclusion of a deterministic component modifies the 
forecast function.
3.2 The Predictor Generating Function
3.2.1 Discussion
In this section we consider the predictor generating 
function, Q^(z), of the m-step ahead forecast y^(m), 
defined by (2.2.23). Q^^z) is defined by
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where the sequence q^(m);j=0,1,... comprise the weights of
Whittle (1963) , considering stationary non-deterministic 
processes derived the linear least squares predictor of 
^t+m based upon past values of the series. The method used 
was the generating function approach discussed in Section
(2.2.3) and described in detail by Couts et al (1966).
The approach of Whittle depends strongly on the stationary 
process having a moving average representation. It is well 
known, however, that the equivalent representation, namely 
the random shock form (2.2.22), of Box and Jenkins (1970), 
for the non-stationary ARIMA process is a doubtful form of 
the model. This is because the infinite series of weights 
does not converge in mean square. Thus Whittle's 
derivation of the predictor generating function cannot be 
adopted for non-stationary time-series.
However, it can be shown that the representation (2.2.20); 
that is
0  ....'m'"' g(z) '
also defines the predictor generating function of the
forecast function y^(m) for non-stationary time-series
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3.2.2 Derivation of Q^^z)
Consider the ARIMA(p,d,q) process (2.2.21) whose mean value 
A equals zero; that is
**'••• ■*'8g£^ _q (3.2.1)
The coefficient generating function for this process is
B(z) =
(l-z)^O(z)
which can be expressed as a power series in z, say by
00
B(Z) _ V K ,3-----a  = I b z3 (3.2.2)
(1-z) 0(z) j=0
The right-hand side of (3.2.2) can be rewritten as
m^l 4 z^ gj^ (z)
I bjz3 + ----  ---
j=0  ^ (l-z)°<j>(z)
where 3^ (^z) is a polynomial of finite degree.
Hence, it follows that g^^z) can be expressed by
B^(z)=_l_{e(z)-(l+b^z+...+bj^_j^z™"f) (l-z)^4^z) } (3.2.3
z”
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Remark
In the following lemma and also for the remainder of this 
thesis we adhere to the convention that
and
)= 0 , n— 0,1,2,..., m—1,2,. 
n+m/
Lemma 3.2.1
The coefficients bQ=l,b^,... satisfy the following 
relations
(3.2.4)
where
(3.2.5)
Proof
From (3.2.2)
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CO
3 (z) = ( 1-z) (j) (z) I b.z^ .
j=0 ^
Comparing coefficients of z and rearranging using (3.2.5) 
gives the required result.
Corollary 1
-Ij^z+l2z3-. . .+ (-l)P+'3lp^^zPf‘^=<l)(z) (1-z)^ (3.2.6)
Proof
Follows immediately on substituting (3.2.5) for
3-1' •• • 'fp+d‘
Corollary 2
11-2^12+...+(-l)P+d+l(p+d)^lp^^=0, k<d
= (-l)'f d^! f(l) , k=d>l
(3.2.7)
Proof
Representing (3.2.6) by L we denote
L^—dL, Lj^ — d (zL^_^) , k^2 .
dz dz
Then L i gives the required result for all k^d 
k lz=l
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Corollary 3
Suppose that (p(z) given by (2.2.2), has r equal roots such 
that
Then
3 ’ (p+d)’^lp^^=0, 
k=l,...,r-1.
Proof
Using the notation of Corollary 2, |^_^-i,k=l,...,r-1,
gives the required result.
Theorem 3.2.2
where 3^ (^z) and 3(z) are defined by (3.2.3) and (2.2.3) 
respectively.
Proof
The ARlMA(p,d,q) process, (3.2.1), can be written at time 
t+m by
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p+d^ t+m-(p+d)
where the coefficients are defined by (3.2.5).
We now complete the proof by induction. Considering m=l, 
conditional expectations are taken of (3.2.9). Applying 
algorithm (2.2.24) a difference equation is obtained in 
terms of y^_^(l),k=0,l,...,q and the past observations. 
This is given by
yt(i)+Biyt_i(!)+•••+Bqyt_q(i)=iiyt-i2yt-i+-••
+ fp+d^t- (p+d-l) + Biyt+62yt-l+" • •■*'8qyt- (q-1) '
In generating function form this can be expressed as
Q^(z) g(z)=l^-l22+...+ (-l)P’^‘^ f
+ 6l+622 + . ■ .+ 6qZ^ 3
Consequently applying (3.2.6) and (2.2.3),
Ql(z) =-^i^{e(z)-(l-z)‘^((.(z) },
which by the definition of 3^(z) gives the required result
Assume now that the result is true for m=k-l and consider 
m=k. Taking conditional expectations of (3.2.9) at time
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t+k, gives
(k) =l^y^ (k-l) -l^y^ (k-2) + . ..+ (-1) >^l^_^y^ (1)
-Pk^t-l -Bk+iyt-2 <3> ■• • (s-k+1) *3>
k+1
+8ky J^k+l^t-J- (s-k) + > ^k^ J
k)
where if l<k<q, g_=3_ and for k>q, 3, =...=3^=0
S CJ iv S
In generating function form this is
0^(z)=A+B+C (3.2.10)
where
B=-jG^ (z)-lJ(3^ z+...+ggzS ^^^)
Using the definition of Qj(z),j=l,...,k-l, and (3.2.3) A 
can be rewritten as
A=J_[l^z-l2z3+. . .+ (-l)'^ lk 
z%
- (l-z)^Q(z) [1^ z (1+b^ z+...+b^_,z^ ^)+... 
g(z)z^ 
+ (-l)\_lz’^-f]
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which on rearranging into coefficients of z and applying 
(3.2.4)
- (i-z)^ (ii(z) [z(b^-ey+...+zk-i(b%_i-g%_i)] 
B(z)zk
= J^[l^z-l2z3+. . . + (-l)^lj^_^z’^“f]
- (l-z)^4dz)[l+b^z+...+b^_^z^"f-6(z)+6^z^+...+6gZ^] 
6(z)zk
From the definition of (z),
B= (1-z) ^  (f)(z) [3^z^+...+3gZ^] 
z^3 (z)
Substituting back into (3.2.10)
Q]^(z)=j^[llZ-l2z3+.
zk
- (1-z) ^ (|) (z) [l+b^z+...+b^_^z^ ^-3(z)] 
z^3(z)
Consequently, applying (3.2.6) to the first term on the 
right-hand side, we have
Qk(z)= 1 { 3(z) - (l+b^z+. . .+b^_^z^ ^) (l-z)^O(z)}
z^3(z)
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<z)
" T ü )  •
Hence the result is true for all k^l
3.2.3 Comment
This interesting result is very important in prediction 
theory as it provides an alternative approach for deriving 
the forecast function of a non-stationary process.
In existing theory the three basic forms of Box and Jenkins 
(1970) for describing the forecast function possess a 
number of disadvantages. For example, the difference 
equation form is not very flexible and can be troublesome 
to solve, the integrated form is usually not clearly 
defined and the procedures for specifying the weighted 
average form in general terms can cause difficulties. The 
direct basic form of Godolphin (1975) which offers a 
solution to the difference equation form has many 
advantages over the Box-Jenkins representations, but the 
adopted method can be rather cumbersome.
Adopting a generating function approach gives a 
straightforward and easily manipulated method for deriving 
an alternative simplified expression for the direct basic 
form, which is convenient for practical use. In 
particular, in the following two chapters, we present the 
solution to Godolphin's algorithm for the special cases 
p=0 and p=l.
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3.3 Inclusion of a non-zero mean
We now consider the general ARIMA process (2.2,21) whose 
mean value X is not necessarily zero. The model is given
by
^^i^t-l^''"^^q^t-q (3.3.1)
where
(j)(l)= (l-cj)^ -. . .-cj)p) .
By replacing t by t+m and taking conditional expectations 
at time t it follows that
y^(m)=y*(m)+X^(m) (3.3.2)
where y^Xm) is the forecast function for the process
(3.2.1) and X^ (m) is a deterministic trend function.
Concern now is with the derivation of X^(m).
3.3.1 Formulation of Deterministic Trends
Consider the non-homogeneous difference equation (3.3.1). 
By the well known theory, for example Hildebrand, Sections 
1.7 and 1.8, the general solution for y^ can be expressed 
as the sum
Yt=y?+yt
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where is the general solution of the associated 
homogeneous equation (3.3.1) with the right-hand side equal 
to zero, and y^ is any particular solution of (3.3.1). We 
can write
y P = y P l  + y  P 2
where y^l and y^ z are two particular solutions for the 
stochastic terms and the deterministic trends respectively. 
Hence,
*  H . Pyt=yH+yPl
is the solution to (3.2.1).
The problem now is to find an expression for y^2 , which we 
shall denote by .
Consider the equation
(l-4^ z-...-*pzP) (l-z)‘^A^ =X())(l) (3.3.3)
where the left-hand side is the z-transform of the 
corresponding part of (3.3.1) with replacing y^. On 
differencing this reduces to the homogeneous equation
(})(z) (1-z) ^ "^ A^^ =0 (3.3.4)
Suppose that cj)(z) =1-cj)^ z-. . . has p distinct roots such 
that
(})(z) = (1- Ç^ z) (1-^^z)... (1-C z)
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Then applying the theory of Hildebrand, any expression of 
the form
^t ^^d+1^1 +"''+^d+p^p (3.3.5
will satisfy (3.3.4), for arbitrary values of y^^O<k<d+p.
If however cj)(z) has r equal roots such that
(j) (z) = (1-^^z) ^  (1-^^^^z) . . . (1-SpZ) ,
then the part of the solution corresponding to the r-fold 
roots is given by
* , . . , , ,r-l. t-1
^t "'Ud+l+Ud+2 ^d+r ’ 1^
Hence for repeated roots.
• •+Pd+r^
+^d+r+lSr+l+''"+^d+pSp (3.3.6)
In order to determine the in such a way that the 
difference equation is identically satisfied, (3.3.5) and
(3.3.6) can in turn be substituted into (3.3.3).
Consider first the solution (3.3.5). Then by (3.2.9), with 
1^ defined by (3.2.5),
4iz) (l-z)^^^=A^-l^A^_^+. . . + (-l)P^^A^_
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which from (3.3.5)
=, i+d+k^r^'kk=0 k=l
0 kwhere on expanding in terms of coefficients of t ,...,t
and applying (3.2.7) with %=1,
K^=t^-1^(t-l)^+...+(-l)P^^lp^^(t-p-d)^=0, k<d
=d! ({) (1) , k=d
Also
=0
since is a root of cj)(z)=0.
Thus we have the left-hand side (3.3.3) equal to y^dl^(l), 
which from (3.3.3) is equivalent to X^(l), implying that
and •'^d-1'^d+1'• * *'^d+p be taken to be any
arbitrary constants.
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Using a similar approach with (3.3.6) representing the 
same conclusions are obtained. For this case Corollary 3 
of Lemma 3.2.1 is needed.
Thus we have
Theorem 3.3.1
where y* is the solution to the difference equation (3.2.1) 
and can be expressed by
A^=Po+Uit+.. +^. -. + Ud+pSp"^
if the roots of (|)(z) are distinct. Alternatively, if (^z) 
has r repeated roots.
+Ud+r+l^r+l+' • •■^ 3'd+p^ p
where for both representations of A ,^
= dT
and Wo,...,Wd_i,Wd+i''--'Wa+p are arbitrary constants
Proof
From above discussion.
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3.3.3 Forecasting Processes with non-zero mean
Referring back to (3.3.2), all that remains is to find an 
expression for (m). This is achieved by taking 
conditional expectations of at time t, the result of
which is best presented as.
Theorem 3.3.2
The m-step ahead predictor for the ARIMA(p,d,q) process
(3.3.1) with non-zero mean is given by
y^(m)=y^(m)+X^(m), (3.3.7)
where y^^m) is the known forecast function for model
(3.2.1) with zero mean and X^ (m) has two representations as 
follows : -
1) If the roots of 4^z)=l-4^z-...-^pzP are all distinct
(2) If c()(z) has r repeated roots, that is  ~^r'
then
(m)=VQ+myj^+. . .+m‘3y^+(p^ _^ +^ray^ _^ 2+-• ^^ d^+r’^ 1
(3.3.9)
+5^;;;d+r+i+---+<;"'^d+p
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Proof
Replace t by t+m in (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) and take 
conditional expectations at time t. Consider (3.3.5), then
(m) =E [y^+(t+m) y^+. . .+ (t+m)^y^+%^^^ ^^ d+l"^
t+m—1 I ,
5p Wd+plyt'^t-i'-"']
The deterministic function X^  (m) is a function of the (j)'s 
and 3's which need to be estimated and not a function of 
the observations. Hence it is not dependent on t so we can 
therefore write the conditional expectation as
X^(m)=Up+my^ + ...+m‘^ y^+5™ ^^d+i+.-'+Sp ^%d+p
and similarly if the roots are repeated.
Remark
y^ (m) contains an adaptive polynomial component of degree 
d-1. Allowing X to be non-zero has the effect of 
introducing a fixed polynomial function of degree d into 
the forecast function. If d=2, for example, and X is 
non-zero, then the forecast function y^(m) will include a 
quadratic component in m in which the coefficient of the 
quadratic term is fixed and hence does not adapt the 
series. In many applications, there will be no physical 
reason for a deterministic component and hence models of 
this type will not be applicable, and X therefore can be
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assumed zero. However, on certain occasions evidence 
presented by the data or the nature of the problem will 
prove to the contrary so that a non-zero A of known form 
will be needed.
In Chapter 6, it will be seen how the results of this 
section can be modified to give useful results applicable 
in the technique of intervention. For this purpose the 
will not be considered fixed, but allowed to vary over the 
lead time m if a suggestion of prior knowledge necessitates 
the inclusion of a step, transient or slope change.
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Chapter 4
POLYNOMIAL PREDICTORS: THE DIRECT BASIC FORM
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter an alternative expression for the direct 
basic form is derived for predictors of the integrated 
moving average process given by (2.2.21) with p=0. That is
v\=X+e^^+Bie^_l+... + g e HU 1.1)
The forecast function is first obtained for X=0, and then, 
applying the theory of Chapter 3, Section 3.3, is modified 
to include the possibility of a non-zero mean. The 
notation and concepts for this and the following chapter 
will be unchanged from Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5.
When p is small, which is usually the case in applications, 
the direct basic form has a particularly simple expression 
which can be expressed in terms of binomial coefficients. 
Also if p<:l there is the assurance that the components of 
the forecast function will be real and not complex valued. 
This is not so for p>l.
The ideas for Section 4.2, when q is less than or equal to 
d, stem from work done by Mr E. J. Godolphin at Royal 
Holloway College and also from results given by Godolphin
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and Harrison (1975) . However, the approach adopted by 
these authors cannot be applied in the case when q>d, 
discussed in Section 4.3, when the predictor takes the form 
of a forward-shifted polynomial, nor in the case p%l. 
Therefore an alternative derivation using predictor 
generating functions is given in this Chapter when p=0 and 
the following Chapter for p=l.
Before presenting these results the following combinational 
identity needs to be introduced.
Lemma 4.1.1
Proof
Expressing the right hand side of (4.1.2) by
allows the binomial theorem,
J o © * ’' =
to be applied to the final term of (4.1.3) giving 
zr+P+l/(l-z)r+l times
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Hence (4.1.3) can be rewritten as
on expanding into coefficients of . 
But
Tk"') = ( T )  ' (Riordan, 1968)
Hence,
p
RHS (4.1.2) =  ^ as required
j=0 '  ^ /
4.2 Polynomial-projecting Predictors: The Case q^d
4.2.1 Discussion
In statistical forecasting, much of the literature has 
concentrated on polynomial projecting predictors, since 
traditionally these are the most widely used. In 
particular, considerable interest has focused on those 
based on a state-space formulation of the underlying 
process. Godolphin and Stone (1980), for example, 
demonstrate that so far as forecasting is concerned these
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predictors are identical to those of the integrated moving 
average, ARIMA(0,d,q) process, with q^d. Also Godolphin 
and Harrison, (1975) , give equivalence theorems for several 
of these polynomial projecting predictors. In particular, 
they offer an equivalent representation to the direct basic 
form of Godolphin (1975). This is a recursive matrix 
updating procedure rather than the updating and component 
series of Godolphin.
Before presenting a solution to Godolphin's algorithm for 
the ARIMA(0,d,q) process, with q<d, the following results 
need to be stated and proved.
Lemma 4.2.2
Suppose that the polynomial B(z), defined by (3.2.2) can 
also be written as
3 (z) = (1-z)^+h^z(1-z)^ ^+...+h^z^ (4.2.1)
then the coefficients b^,b2 ,... can be expressed in terms 
of h^,...,h^ by
bk=hl+(^i^)h2+'''+(d-()
(4.2.2)
where
V  (k)+ (k-3 (k-3®q'
(4.2.3)
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Proof
From (3.2.2),
3(z)=(l-z) I b.
j=0 ]
Writing (4.2.1) as
3 (z) = (1-z)^ {l+h^z (l+z+z^+...)
thgZ^(l+2z+3z^+...)
+ . . .+h^z^ ( l + d z + z ^ + .  . . ) }
and rearranging into coefficients of z^  gives
Comparison with (3.2.2) gives the required result.
It remains to prove (4.2.3). Defining 3(z) by (2.2.3),
(4.2.1) can be rewritten as
l+g^z+...+gqzS=(l-z)d+h^z(l-z)^"l+...fh^z^ (4.2.4)
Differentiating this identity n times, with respect to z, 
for n=l,2 ,...,d, and putting z=l in the resulting 
expression gives (4.2.3) directly.
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In order to differentiate the products z^d-z)^”^ on the 
right-hand side of (4.2.4) Leibniz's formula, given by
is used.
Remark
It is interesting to note that if in the proof of Lemma
4.2.2 z was put equal to zero instead of one on
differentiation, then an expression for the parameters
3, , . . . ,3 in terms of the first q h, 's would have been I q K
obtained. That is,
^)-(kIÎ)hi+. , Uk-<q.
We now derive an expression for the minimum mean squared 
error predictor y^(m) of y^^^ at time t. In what follows m 
is an arbitrary, but positive integer and the one-step 
ahead predictor given by (2.2.29) is denoted by
Theorem 4.2.3
For the ARIMA(0,d,q) process, with q<d, y^(m) is given by
(4-2-5,
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where Dit is given by (2.2.29) and Dg^'-'-'D^^ by
D
D
2t
3t
Ddt
^2 ^3'"*^d-l ^d 
h 2 h ^ ...h^ 0
h^ 0 ... 0
Vd-2c
t-1
't+2-d
(4.2.6)
Proof
This is dependent on the result of Theorem 3.2.2, viz, 
Qm(z)=3m(z) /3 (z) .
For m=l, the predictor generating function is given by
from (3.2.3)
which, for d=l, is from (2.2.28) equal to U(z), implying
yt(i)=\f d=l.
For d>l.
=U(z)+{l+(l-z)+.. . + (l-z)‘^~2jc(z) ,
on using the definitions of U(z) and C(z) given by (2.2.28)
and (2.2.27) respectively. Hence
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Yt'l' = ° l t = V  • • • ,
as required.
For m>l, it is required to show that Q^^z) is given by
Qj^(z)=Q^(z) + { K ^ ) D 2 (2 )+f™2 )^ 0 3 (2 )+...
+(™_3)d ^(z )}C(z ) (4.2.7)
where (z),...,D^ (z) are polynomials of degree d-2 given 
by
Dj^ (z) =hj^  (1-z) ^  +^h^ _j_lZ (1-z) ^  ^+...
+hjZ^ k(l-z)k 2 ^ 2<k<d (4.2.8)
Consider 3j^ (z) defined by (3.2.3),
g (z)= i_{g(z) - (l+b,z+. . .+k, z™'4) (i-z)d}
m 171 J- m Xz/
Substituting for 3(z) from (4.2.1) and b2 ,...,b^_^ from
(4 .2 .2 ), g^^z) can be rewritten in terms of coefficients of 
h^  , ...,h^ by
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Z
hjZ (1-z)^ 4+ _
-(1-z)^ {h^z(1+Z+...+z^ 2
d-1
To simplify the above expression the identity (4.1.2) is 
applied to the series forming the coefficients of
b 2 / •••/.
Consequently,
_ 1
m
h^zd-z)^ ^+...+h^z^
1-z) ^fh., z (1-z^ ^)+h^zI 1-z (l-z)2 V 1 / 1-z
(l-2)d
m-1\ m-d 
• Vd-i’^
which on cancelling out the terms of g(z)-(l-z)^ with the 
first term of the identity summation and rearranging in 
terms of binomial coefficients gives
3^(z)=h2d-z)^ l+h2z(l-z)" ^t...+h^zd-: d-1
+
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from definition (4.2.1) of g(z) and (4.2.8) of D^(z).
Dividing both sides by 3(z), the left-hand side, hence 
being Q^ (^z), and using the definition of from
(3.2.3) and C(z) given by (2.2.27) we have
as required.
Remark
An alternative expression for (4.2.6) is given by equation
(3.2) of Godolphin and Harrison (1975). Denoting 
Pt=(Dit,...,Ddt)'/ then
D.=KD. T+hV^“ C^. (4.2.9)—t — —t— 1 — t
where K=(k..) is a dxd matrix with k..=1 for i=j, i+l=j and 
— 1] r J
0 otherwise and h= (h^,...,h^ ) '. The definition of K given 
by Godolphin and Harrison is incorrect.
D2^,...,D^^ are expressed wholly in terms of the component 
series.
Deterministic Trends
In this section the m-step ahead forecast function has been
derived for the ARIMA(0,d,q) process (4.1.1) with q^d and
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X=0. Using the results of Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3, we can 
consider X non-zero and thus the inclusion of a 
deterministic trend. Hence
Theorem 4.2.4
For the process (4.1.1) with X=t=0,
y^(m)=D2^+^ 1 ) ^ 2t'^ *•*■** (d-l) ^dt'^ O^'^ '^ l^
+. . . +m^ ]i ^ (4.2.10)
where D2^,...D^^ are defined in the previous theorem and 
Uo'''"'^d-l any arbitrary constants with H^=X/dl.
Proof
Follows from (4.2.5) and Theorem 3.3.2.
Example 4.2.5
Consider the ARIMA(0,1,1) model with mean X given by 
From (4.2.10) the forecast function for m>l is given by
yt(m)=Dit+yQ+myi
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Permitting A to be non-zero results in the inclusion of a 
possible deterministic linear trend, in the presence of 
non-stationary noise. If A=0, this constant forecast model 
is known as the steady model. Because it is 'trend free' 
it has a special place in prediction theory and often 
appears as a description of time series data in the short 
term.
Example 4.2.6
Consider the ARIMA(0.2.2) model introduced in Chapter 2 as 
the Linear Growth Model and defined by
Considering first X=0, from Theorem 4.2.3,
y^(m)=D2^+(m-l)D2^, m^l
with
Dlt="t+Ct' D2t=(l+6i+B2)Ct.
The predictor grows linearly, with slope (1+82+^2 ^^t 
intercept (3 2+^2 ^^t’ ^ t t h e r e f o r e  known as the 
linear growth predictor.
For A^O, the forecast function is modified by the addition 
of a deterministic function given by
A^ (m) = yQ+my2+m^y2*
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4.3 Forward-shifted Polynomial Predictors: The Case q>d
4.3.1 Discussion
The ideas of the previous section are now extended to the 
ARIMA(0,d,q) process (4.1.1) where q=d+r, and r belongs 
to the natural numbers. In this case the forecast function 
does not describe a polynomial path for short lead times. 
However, for lead times greater than r, the eventual 
forecast function is defined by a polynomial of degree d-1 , 
say
Yt (n.)
where and the n a r e  progressively updated as t
changes. For l<m<r, there is no representation of this
form.
Hence, y^(m) is described by a curve passing through 
y^(rtl),..., but not y^ ( 1) ,...,y^(r). The forecast 
function is known as a forward shifted polynomial in 
y^. (r+1 ) , . . . .
Consider, for example, a linear forecast model with shift
r=l, then the curve will be a straight line passing through
(2) ,y^ (3) ,... . There is a 'jump' between y^(l) and 
y^(2 ) of (-i)%3gV^"^C^ which cannot be expressed in terms 
of the linear formulation
which holds for m>2 .
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Before presenting an expression for y^(m) in terms of 
binomial coefficients, the following lemma needs to be 
stated. This is an extension of Lemma 4.2.2, necessary 
because q is now greater than d.
Lemma 4.3.2
Suppose that 3(z) given by (2.2.3) can be written as
3 (z) = (1-z) ^ i-h^ z (1-z) ^  ^+...+h^z^
then the coefficients are defined in terms of
Alternatively, expressing 3(z) by (3.2.2), the parameters 
h2 ,...,h^ and can be used to define b2 ,b2 ,...
by
+ .k-
Proof
As for Lemma 4.2.2.
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Remark
In defining 3(z) in terms of it is necessary to
choose a polynomial of degree q because of the constraint 
q>d. If 3(z) were expressed as in Lemma 4.2.2, by a 
polynomial of degree d, the parameters  ^ / 3^ would
have to necessarily be zero which of course is a false 
assumption.
As before a similar expression exists for the 3^'s in terms 
of h^fh^/...,h^ , given by
(d—k+l\ \ k /d\
\k/-
We now derive the minimum mean squared error predictor 
y^(m) of at time t. In what follows m is an
arbitrary, positive integer and the one-step ahead 
predictor (2.2.29) is denoted by Also, for the
purpose of this result, except where stated otherwise, it 
is assumed that =0 ,k=l,2 ,... .
Theorem 4.3.3
For the ARIMA(0,d,q) process with q>d.
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where r=q-d.
^2t'*’*'^dt defined in terms of the component series by
where
■^2t‘ = H + c 'Bd+ 1 '
^d+2
^dt ^t+2-d
(4.3.5)
C = ^t+l-d ^t+2-q
^^t+2-d • • -^^t+3-q
and
H =
^ 2 ^3'"*^d-l ^d 
^3 ^4•••^d ^
h, 0 ... 0 0d
with h^/.-./b^ given by (4.3.2).
Fit/.*./Frt are given by
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fit' =
f2t
Frt
®d+l---®q-l ®q 
®d+2 ’-‘®q °
. . . 0 0
Vd-lct-1
v^-ict+l-r
(4.3.6)
Proof
This is proved in the same manner as Theorem 4.2.3 using 
the results of Chapter 3. The proof for m=l is not 
repeated here. For m>l, q>d, it is required to show that
Q^( z) =Ql  (z) +{ (z) + . . •+ Eg (z) }C (z)
+ {(™"2)f i (z) + .. . + (^ "-1-^ )f^(z)}C(z ) (4.3.7)
where for 2<k<d,
(z)=h^(l-z)d-2+...+hgZ^-k(l-z)k-2
+(l-z)k-2[6g+izd-k+l+...+6qZq-k] (4.3.8)
and for l<k<r.
d-1 r-kF (z)=(l-z)""[6g+k+6g+k+iZ+...+g z ] (4.3.9)
Consider g (z), defined by (3.2.3). Substituting in form
3 (2 ) and from Lemma 4.3.2 we obtain an
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expression in terms of and the process
parameters 3^+1 ''"''3q, which can be rearranged to 
give,
z
h., z (1-z) ^  +^. . .+h^z^+3^^^z^^^+. . .+3 gZ^
-(1-z)^(h^z(1+Z+...+z^ ^)+...
<^ + (d-l)^+- • -+(dZl
m-3\ m-d-2v z )
where
=A+B
A=J_
m
h^z (1-z)'^ ■4+. . .+hgzd^gg+3Z^+l+. . .+gqz9
-(l-z)^{h3z(l+z+. . .+z"'”^)+. . .
+hgzd(l+(gd^):+... + (%:2\zm-d-l,
and
(S:l)Gd+l d:D+(3:i):|Gd+2+
+
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B clearly represents the second half of (4.3.7) involving 
the F^(z)'s. That is
B=(l-z) (z)+. • F^Xz)}
A can be simplified as for the case q<d, by applying the 
identity and rearranging into binomial coefficients, to 
give
A=B(z)-(l-z)'^+(l-z){(”';4j £3 (z) + . . . + (d-l)E^(z) > .
Thus, adding A and B together to give an expression for 
3^(z), and then dividing by 3 (z), the required result is 
obtained.
Remarks
(1) As in the case q<d, the E^^,k=l,...,d satisfy the 
recursive relation (4.2.9) with E^=(E^^,...,E^^)' replacing
^lt'***'^rt' which are equal to Godolphin
(1975) satisfy the recursive relation given by
F,=LF, 1+BV^ C^. (4.3.10)—t — 1 -1 — t
where
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and L=(l..) is an rxr matrix with 1..=l,i+l=i and 0 
- 1 ] 1 ] ^
elsewhere.
(2) 'Jump Discontinuities'
Close examination of (4.3.4) shows that (1) , . . . (r) do 
not have simple mathematical expressions but {y^(m);m>r+l} 
do. If, however, in (4.3.4) we adhere to the convention 
that
= k>0 (4.3.11)
(Riordan, 1968), then the forecast function would
describe a polynomial path for all lead times. Therefore,
comparing (4.3.4) using the above convention, with the 
actual forecast function, obtained by letting =0 ,
gives the 'jump' from the line. Defining J^ to be the kth
'jump', l^k^r, these r discontinuities can be expressed for 
the ARIMA(0,d,d+r) process by.
where
^k d^+k"*” \d
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Deterministic Trends
It may be clear from the data or nature of the problem that 
a deterministic trend function is required. If this is so 
it is necessary to consider the model with non-zero mean; 
that is we write E[V^y^]=A. Then applying the results and 
theory of Section 3.3, gives
Theorem 4.3.4
For the ARIMA(0,d,q) process q>d, with non-zero mean X, the 
forecast function is defined by.
(m) =y* (m) +ViQ+my^+. . .trn^ y^  (4.3.12)
where y*(m) is the direct basic form given by (4.3.4), and 
y^=A/dl, with y^,--- y^_^ any arbitrary constants.
Proof
Follows from Section 3.3.
Example 4.3.5
Consider the ARIMA(0,2,3) process, given by
This model is known as the forward-shifted linear growth 
model.
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From (4.3.12) and (4.3.4), we have
and for m>2 ,
(m)=E^^+(m-l)E2t+(m-2 )F^^+yQ+my^+m^y2
-U^+C^+(m-1 ) (1+ 3^+32+ 3g)C^-32^C^+yQ+my^+m^ y2
where y^ and y^  are arbitrary constants and y2=A/2 .
Allowing A=0, the forecast function can be broken into 
various components of interest, all expressed in terms of 
the updating and/or component series. For the ARIMA(0,2,3) 
process, the eventual forecast function for m^2 describes a 
straight line of slope (l+3^+32+3g)C^.
It is clear also that there is a discontinuity of 
between y^(l) and y^(2). This is known as a one-step ahead 
discontinuity, and y^(m) is said to define a 
forward-shifted polynomial in y^ (2 ),y^(3),... .
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Chapter 5
ASYMPTOTIC PREDICTORS: THE DIRECT BASIC FORM
5.1 Introduction
The theory of the previous chapter is now extended to 
enable us to move away from models yielding polynomial 
projecting predictors. Of interest now are those 
time-series which are best described by an ARIMA(l,d,q) 
process.
The inclusion of an autoregressive parameter 4) produces 
predictors that tend to an asymptote. For example, in the 
case d=l, the predictor reaches a ceiling forecast given by 
y^ ( 1 ) + {4)^ B (4> ^l/(l-^)}c^. The predictor will either 
converge monotonically or oscillate towards this limit 
depending on the value of 4>; that is whether it is positive 
or negative. We say that this forecast is the estimated 
eventual level to be attained by the process.
As for the ARIMA (0,d,q) process there are two cases to 
consider. In Section 5.2 the case q^d+1 is discussed. The 
predictors in this case lie on a unique curve, say
where the parameters are updated as t changes. We see how 
this forecast function can be written in terms of binomial
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coefficients. For q>d+l, discussed in Section 5.3, the 
formulation is still straightforward although it will be 
seen that (m) now requires additional terms to describe 
'jumps' in the forecasts, since the first q-d-1 forecasts 
do not lie on the unique curve.
5.2 The Direct Basic Form: The Case q^d+l
Before deriving the m-step ahead forecast function, it is 
necessary to state and prove the following three lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.1
The polynomial (2.2.3) can also be written as
3(z)=[(1-z)^+g^z(1-z)^ ^+...+g^z^](l-*z)
+ (pz ( 1-z ) ^  (l-g^+. . . + (-1 ) ^ g^) (5.2.1)
Then the coefficients g^,...,g^ are defined by
"k + 3 ,'d-k Uk<d -1
9k  -----------7 +••• + ( .,d+l-k
1-4» (1-4’) (5.2.2)
a -, ='d l-(})
where h^,...,h^ are given by (4.2.3).
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Proof
For the ARIMA(0,d,q) process, q<d, equation (4.2.1 
expresses B(z) by
B(z) = (1-z)^th^z (1-z)^ ^+...+h^z^.
Now B(z) can be defined by (5.2.1). Considering these two 
representations as equivalent, we can differentiate n 
times, for n=0,1,2,...,d. As in Lemma 4.2.2 Leibniz's 
formula is applied to the products. Putting z=l in the 
resulting expressions gives (5.2.2), after a slight 
rearrangement of terms.
Corollary
Conversely, h^,...,h^ can be expressed in terms of
by
Proof
Follows from (5.2.2).
Lemma 5.2.2
Representing B(z), alternatively by (3.2.2), then
(5.2.4)
— 9 8 —
where (î?)=0 , m<n
Proof
From (3.2.2) and (5.2.1),
00
(1-z) (1-^z) Y b.z^ = [(1-z)^ +g,z(1-z)  ^ ^+...
j=0 J ^
+g^ z^ (l-c})z)+({)z (l-z)^(l-g^ + . . . + (-l)^ g^
with t>Q=l.
Division of both sides by (1-z) ^  (l-(j)z) gives
1+ I b.zi = 1+g z(l-z) ^+...+g.z^(l-z) ^
i=i ]  ^ ^
H °°
+ ( 1-g +.. . + (-1 ) g.) I
 ^  ^ j=l J
Consequently, comparing coefficients of z gives (5.2.4) 
directly.
Lemma 5.2.3
l-g^+g^—. . . + (-1 ) g^— (-l)(f)3(4^  ) i5.2.5)
(1-4)"
where 3 ((})"^) =l+3 (^j) ^+...+3^0
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Proof
From (5.2.3),
implying that
(l-g^+. . .+(-1 ) g^)=nh^+(fj-g^]
Using (5.2.2), and substituting for g^ the above expression 
can be written as
(l-g^+...+(-l)^g^)=l
(1-9)
which from (4.2.1)
Hence proved.
d - 1
= 4) g((f) )
(4-1)
We now derive the minimum mean squared error predictor for 
the ARIMA(l,d,q) process, q^d+1. In what follows, the 
one-step ahead predictor defined by (2.2.36) is denoted by 
Dft+St, and m is an arbitrary but positive integer.
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Theorem 5.2.4
For an ARIMA(l,d,q) process, q^d+1, 
yt (m) ("'i>2t+- ' •+
where
s. = (-i:
(1-*)^
•••'°dt are defined by
°2t' = ^2 ^ 3••"9d-l ^d
°3t 93 94---9d 0
°dt g^ 0 ... 0 0
*vd-2ct_i
(5.2.7)
(5.2.8)
(5.2.9)
Ct+2-d"*Ct+i_d
where the are given by (5.2.2).
Proof
This follows in the same manner as for the ARIMA(0,d,q) 
process, but with the added complication caused by the 
addition of the autoregressive parameter 4 .
Consider first the one-step ahead predictor. From (3.2.3) 
for m=l,
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z 6 ( z ) z * 3( z
which for d=l, gives, using (2.2.27) and (2.2.28),
implying
For d>l, we have
(z)=U (z)+4C(z)
yt(i)=Ut+4Ct.
(z)=U (Z)+{1+ ( 1“Z)+...+(l-z) +4 (l-z) }c(z)
Whence
y^(1 )=U^+C^+...+V^ ^C^+4V^
as required.
For m>2, it is required to show that
Q„(z)=Ql(z) + {(”“^)D2 (z) + ... + g:î)Da(2 )>C(z)
-( 1 -4 * l)s(z)C(z) (5.2.10)
where
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+g.z^ k(i_z)k-2}(i_^2)^ 2«kCd (5.2.11)
and
S(z)=(-l)d^d+lg(^-l)(i-z)d-l (5.2.12)
(1-4)^
As before given by (3.2.3) can be re-expressed in
such a way that division by 3(z) results in (5 .2 .1 0 ).
Using the approach of Theorem 4.2.3, we substitute in
(3.2.3) for b^''''fbm-l 3(z) “ (l“z) ^  (l"*4z) from (5.2.4)
and (5.2.1) respectively. After some rearrangement of the 
terms which involves the use of identity 4.1.2,
3 j^ (z) = (l-4z) [g^(l-z)^ l+...+g^z^"l]
+ (^1^)(l“4z) [U2 (1-z)^ ^+...+g^z^ ^(1-z)] 
+ —  + (1-4Z) (l-z) ^  ^
Applying (5.2.1) and (5.2.11), gives
3m (z) = 3(z) - (l^ z) ^  (l-4z) 
z i
+ (l-z) Ü2 (z)+. • (z) }
- (l-z) { (l-(j)^  )^ (j) (l-g^+. . .+(-1 ) ^ g^) (l-z) ^
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Division of both sides by 3 (z) gives from Theorem 3.2.2 and 
(2.2.27), (3.2.3) and (5.2.12), the left-hand side equal to
Q^(z) and the right-hand side equal to
Qj (z) + {^*"^]d2 (z) + . . . + (*IJ]d^(z) }C(z)- (l-4*"^)S(z)C(z)
as required.
Remark
D^=(D^^,...,D^^)' satisfy the recursive relation given by
where K is defined as in the previous chapter and 
a=(9i,...,9^)'.
Example 5.2.5
The ARIMA(1,1,2) model is given by
vyt-4vyt_i=Et+3iEt_i+32Ct-2"
For this model
\^^t ‘^^l^t’^^2^t-l
Ct=Yt-Ut_i
which is as for the continuous linear growth, ARIMA(0,2,2), 
model.
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The m-step ahead predictor from (5.2.7) is given for m>l by
where
and
Y t (” ) = D i t + S t - S t )
yt(l)=D,^+S^=U^+4Ct
S^.=-(62+6^4+4^)C^
l“4
Thus for m^l,
y^ (m) =U^+4C^.+ (1-4*"^) (@2+8 1*+*^) C^.
r^ 4^
We see from the above result that the predictor converges 
in a geometric fashion towards a constant forecast. 
Therefore the ARIMA(1,1,2) process is neither a steady 
model nor a linear growth model, but is something in 
between the two. As m->°o, y^(m) tends towards a ceiling 
value of u^+4c^+{(32+ 4 3^+4^ ) / ( 1 - 4 ) if 4 is positive 
the predictor will converge monotonically towards this 
ceiling forecast, whilst if 4 is negative, the predictor 
oscillates towards the limit. The ceiling value is of 
great importance as it is the eventual level to be obtained 
by the forecast function.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the ARIMA(1,1,2) process has an 
equivalent Dynamic Linear Model representation given by
(2.3.7). Both these representations will be referred to in 
later chapters as the Bounded Linear Growth Model.
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5.3 The Direct Basic Form; The Case q>d+l
The results of the previous section are now extended to the 
case q>d+l. It is now necessary to include additional 
terms to deal with the series of r=q-d-l 'jumps' in the 
forecast function.
Lemma 5.3.1
The polynomial (2.2.3) can be written as
3 (z) = [ (l-z)‘^+gTZ (l-z)^"^+. . .+g.z^] (l-4z)
+ 3d+iZ^ '^ +^- • . + 3qZ^ (5.3.1)
Then the coefficients are defined by (5.2.2)
where are given by (4.3.2). As in the case
q<d+l, the can be represented in terms of
92,... ,9(j by (5.2.3) .
Proof
As for Lemma 5.2.1.
Lemma 5.3.2
l-q^+...+ ( - 1 ) (-1)^ 4^ (1 + 3t4 +...+3^4 ) (5.3.2)
(1-4)'^
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Proof
This is proved in the same manner as Lemma 5.2.3. 
Rearranging (5.2.3) with k=l, gives
(l-g^t...t(-l)^g^)=l^h2+4-g^].
Substituting in for g^ from (5.2.2), on the right-hand side 
of the above expression.
(5.3.3)
Considering the ARIMA(0,d,q) process, q>d, from Lemma 4.3.2 
we have
3(4 ^)=(l-4 ^)^+4 ^(1”4 ^)^ ^h2+...+h^4 ^
Substituting in for the right-hand side of (5.3.3)
l-g^ + . .. + (-l)%=_4f_^(g( 4'^)-6^+i4“ . .-6q4
(4-1)^
4^ (1+Bi4~^+---+6h 4
(4-1)^
giving
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1-91 + 9 o - .  . ■ + (-1) % =  (-1) ‘^ 4 ‘^ {1+B^<1)~^+.. . + 6 j 4 - d }  
(1-4)^
Lemma 5.3.3
Representing 3(z), by (3.2.2); that is
(l-z) 4 (z) j=0
then, for l^k^d
and for k>d, (5.3.4)
1=1  ^ ' i=d+l
+9^(1“92+••'+(-1)^9^)•
Proof
From (5.3.1) and (3.2.2),
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 ^b.z^ - l+g,z(l-z) ^+...+g.z  ^
i=o J ^
dU \ T .izi+ (l-g,+ . . . + (-1 ) g n) I 9
j=0
00
+ (6 .,.zd+l + ...+g z9)(l-z)-<^  I
a+J- q j = i
Comparing coefficients of z in the above expressions gives 
the required result.
We now derive the m-step ahead predictor y^(m) of y^^^ at 
time t. m and r are both arbitrary, but positive integers, 
where r=q-d-l and the one-step ahead predictor (2.2.36) is 
denoted by E^^+S^. Also, for the purpose of the result, it 
is assumed that =0 .
Theorem 5.3.4
For the ARIMA(l,d,q) process, q>d+l,
Vt (m)=E^^+S^+^*/^E2 .^+ . . • + (d-i)^dt'^(d-l)^lt'^- ' '
+ f m - d t - S t  (5.3.5)
where the terms involving F^^,k=l,...,m-d, disappear for 
m<d+l.
E^^,...,E^^ can be expressed in matrix form by
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= G
2t
E3t
Sdt_
V<i-3ct_i-4V^-3c^_2
''t+2-d~'*’‘'t+l-d
+ C 3 ,d+1
®d.2
Bq
(5.3.6)
where
and
C = ^t+l-d ••• ^t+2 -q 
^^t+2-d •••'^^t+3-q
G = ^2 9 3 - • -9(j-i 9(3 
93 9 4 ...9j 0
gj 0 ... 0 0
with defined by (5.2.2)
m>d+l can be expressed by
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It
2t
rt
®d+2'"®q-l ®q
®d+3‘"®q °
6q ... 0 0
t-1
t-2
Vd-lct-r
0d+l ° ... 0 0 1
®d+ 2 Bd+l'"' ° ° 4
6q_l 6q_2 ...6d+i 0
^q-d-1
v^-ic
and (5.3.7)
' F
r+lt = ■ 6q •• • Gd+1 1
Fr+2t 43q •43d+i 4
Fm-dt
.m-q
••4 ^d+1
^^-d-l
and
S»=(-l)^4(4^+4^"^Bi+...+Bd)7^'^Ct
(1-4 )^
(5.3.8)
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Proof
This follows in the same manner as before. The proof for 
m=l is therefore omitted. For m^2, it is required to show 
that
Qr^ (2 )=Ql(z) + {(*-3)E2(z)+... + (*:J)E^(z)}C(z)
+Fm-d( = ) = )
-(l-4*“^)S(z)C(z) (5.3.9)
with F^(z) vanishing for m<d+l and
Ej^ (z) = [g^(l-z)‘^"^+.. .+g^ z' ”^’^ (l-z)’'"^ ] (l-4z)
(5.3.10)
2<k<d
Fk(z) =
(1-z)^ ^+...+Bq4^ ^
(5.3.11)
k^r+1
and
s(z) = (-i)^4(4^+4^' ig. + ...+Ba)(l-z)^ ^
7 7 ^
(5.3.12)
Substituting in (3.2.3) for from (5.3.4) and
using identity 4 .1 .2 gives after some rearrangement
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where
+1_ ..+3gZ^]+4^(l-z)^(l-g2+...+(-l)^g^) 
z^
+ (1-2) (92 (1-2)'^ ” +^. . .+g^z‘^” ]^ (1-4Z)
■*■•••■*■( d-l) (1 -^ )*^  ^9j(l-42)
and
N=-l (l-z) ^  (1-9 z) (l + { +9 )z+. . .
+ ...+B z (1+{L_J+4}z+
+{(*+^:9-2)+...+4*-9-l}z*-9-l/
Rewriting N as
N=- (l-z)
m
m
d+2
Gq:
m m-2\„q-d-l 
d-1
m-d-2^ m-d-3. 
+9 } z )
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+4*-l-9}z*-9-2)
-9z
gives
N=- (l-z)
r
.m ^d+i=^+'+-
.+ggz9) l - z m-1
(l-z)d (1-z)^
-/ra-l\ zm-d
d-1/l-z
where the coefficients of '•■•' disappear for m<d+l
Consider now M+N. Rearranging in terms of coefficients 
of f • • • / and and applying (5.3.1)
gives the required result on division by 3 (z).
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Remark
It is interesting to note that satisfies
the recursive relation given for in Theorem 5.2.4.
Defining
then for 2<k<r+T
q-d-k
^kt ” ^^ k-lt'*’ ^i+d+k
1=0
and
Pkt=4f"^"'Fr+lt' k>r+l
This is equivalent to equations (3.7) and (3.9) of 
Godolphin (1975) which define f^,k>2, although is
defined differently from f^.
Example 5.3.5
Consider the ARIMA(1,1,3) process, where r=l. Then
yt(1 )=Ut+^Ct
and from (5.3.5), for m^2
m-1
y^(m) = y^-CD + .I F\^-(l-4 S^ ,
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where
and
S^=-4(4+32)C^
1-0
Therefore,
Vt <*> =Ut+4Ct+62Ct+03Ct_i+ ( GaCt+fB^ Ct) (l-4*~i)
1-9
+ 4(4+6^) (1-4* l)Ct
1-4
:Ut+4Ct+B2*^ t'^ 3^^ t-l~*'  ^ (e,+4B,+4^+4B^)C(.
1-9
- 9^  ^(9 ^ +4  ^ 3 -1+43 ;>+B o ) c.
1-4
As m-»c»we see that the forecast function tends to a 
ceiling forecast of
U^+C^ [4 (1+ 6 1)+ 32+3]]+ 33C^_2
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3.4 Deterministic Trends
The problem may be such that a model needs to be chosen to 
represent a series which has a deterministic trend as well 
as stochastic trends. This necessitates applying the 
results of Section 3.3 by consideration of the process 
defined by,
v‘^yt-4v‘^ yt_i=Ml-4)+et+eiVi+-•- + V q
where E[V^y^]=X. Thus, we have
Theorem 5.4.1
For the ARIMA(l,d,q) process, with non-zero mean ,
y^(m)=y*(m)(m),
where y*(m) is the direct basic form given by (5.2.7) if 
q^d+1, and for q>d+l by (5.3.5). The deterministic trend 
function (m) is defined from (3.3.8) by
Xt ^^d+1
where y,= X/d! and V*o ' * * * ' ^ d-1 ' ^ d+1 arbitrary constants
Proof
Follows from Section 3.3.
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Example 5.4.2
Consider the ARIMA(1,1,2) process with non-zero mean. From 
Example 5.2.5 and the previous theorem.
(m) =u^+4c^+ (1-4^“ )^ (.6 2+3.1 4+4^)C^+liQ+myi+4^”^P2 •
5.5 Summary
In this and the previous chapter, a solution to the direct 
basic form for non-stationary time series of Godolphin 
(1975), has been presented for the two special cases p=0 
and p=l. The method of derivation involved the use of a 
generating function approach, a result given in Chapter 3.
This approach can be extended to the ARIMA(p,d,q) process. 
It is however more cumbersome and may involve components 
which are complex-valued. This situation is unrealistic in 
practical purposes.
The eventual forecast function for this model, for m>q-p-d 
can be expressed such that the predictors lie on the unique 
curve,
yt (m) . • +1p+d-i V d -1 (m)
where y^ (-j ) =y^_^ , j = 0 ,1, . . . . If q>^ P+d the eventual 
forecast function will provide forecasts y^(l),y^(2 ),
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for all lead times m>l. However, for q>p+d, the first 
q-p-d forecasts represent a series of jumps and do not lie 
on the curve. In this case the forecast function needs to 
be modified for these q-p-d predictors.
d^  (m) , . . . (m) are all functions of the lead time m 
and in general can be polynomials, exponentials, sines, 
cosines or products of these functions. It is the 
autoregressive operator 4(z) that determines the 
mathematical form of the forecast.
In fact, the complexity of the final solution is largely 
dependent on the size of p. As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, 
for d, q and especially p relatively large, the expression 
for y^(m) becomes quite cumbersome. In practice however, 
values of zero or unity are often appropriate for one or 
more of these coefficients and for most commonly used 
processes the direct basic form will be extremely simple.
Finally, to conclude this chapter, we present some 
alternative thoughts on the algorithm of Godolphin (1975) 
for the general ARIMA(p,d,q) process. The algorithm has 
previously been discussed in Section 2.2.5. Firstly, 
consider the differenced series f^, k^l, defined by 
(2.2.34) and (2.2.35) with
Then we have
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Lemma 5.5.1
For 2^k^q, the differenced series can be rewritten by
k-1 p-k
= .%.*ifk-i+.I.*i+ki=l i=0
,d-i, „d-i.
q-k
(5.5.1)
and, for k^qtl,
(5.5.2)
where
ÜQ-Gk' '5j-1’j+i^k-l'^‘*’j+2^ k-2'^ - --+*pSk- (p-j)
and
G-kT°' 0^“ '^ Gk-4i5k-l+-''+*pSk-p
Proof
From (2.2.34) ,
k-1 p-k
^k = .%.*lfk-i+.%n*i+k
i=l i= 0  
q-k
+ I Bi
?d-ic d-1 V j - i
i=0 +k L 3-J-
and cancelling out all common terms gives (5.5.1).
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From (2.2.35),
^q+k ^lfq+k-l+^2 fq+k-2+" ’ '‘'''^ p^ q+k-p
= h  th V k - 2 + ^ 2 Vk-3+- • Vk-p-lt
+*2 fq+k-2+-'-+^pfq+k-p
G2fq+k-2+t*2Cl+*3^o) ^ ^+k-3 + ''"+*pGofq+k-l-P
where
Continuing reduction in this way gives (5.5.2).
As well as for the differenced series an alternative 
representation can be given for the direct basic form for 
predictors of the ARIMA process. The resultant expression 
is amenable to the results for the two cases p=0 and p=l.
Theorem 5.5.2
For the ARIMA(p,d,q) process, the m-step ahead predictor 
(2.2.37) can be expressed as
<3 1,^ ,, tn (5.5.3)
where
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3=u ' - ' t+l-i
(5.5.4)
hii(‘' 7 V j ’'^"'h+i-j+j|(d7k79 h+1' i<k<d-i
and Zq is the one-step ahead predictor given by
, _.. . Ç .
^0
Proof
Applying the identity, given for example by Riordan,
/m-l\ /n-m+1
Î) =
the algorithm of Godolphin,
-  % ( " * r " ) ’ V i * X n ' * ) V r
with defined by (2.2.38) can be rewritten as 
' k . . .  ■
with Zq=^^, the one-step ahead forecast and
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Now, consider
Using a generating function approach, it remains to show 
that X^(z), the z-transform of can be represented by
+ I (5.5.6)
i=l  ^ i=0 \ ] /
We have, 0^(z) , the generating function of 0^, given by
n^(z)=U(z)+^l-(l-z)k l+(i_2 )k-l (!-,(, (2 ) )| C(z)
=U(z)+l{l-(l-z)k-l4(z) }C(z) (5.5.7)
where U(z) is defined by (2.2,28), and on using (2.2.27),
(l-z)k+lu(z)=(l-z)kc(z)6(z)u(z) (5.5.8)
Thus, writing (5.5.5) in generating form gives 
X%(z)=(l-z)knj_k(z)+(^^qj(l-z)k*l0j_k_l(z)
which on substitution, using (5.5.7) and (5.5.8)
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d-k-1
but, U(z)3 (z)+{ (l-z)/z}=3 (z)/z, using (2.2.28). Therefore,
1 (d-l\ (l-z)
■  J o W  ) ? î = I
which, on applying the identity (4.1.2), gives (5.5.6) and 
hence the required result.
Remark
Further examination of the second term on the right-hand 
side of (5 .5 .3 ), reveals several important features, such 
as jump discontinuities, and the additional terms needed to 
describe asymptotic components, say, on the inclusion of 
auto-regressive parameters. For example, for the 
ARIMA(0,d,q) process, with q<d, this term vanishes since 
^q+k“ '^ k=l,2,..., implying that Zj=Dj^^^,j=0,...,d-l. For 
q>d, however, this second term describes the jump 
discontinuities, that is f^^^=F^^,k=l,...,d. For the 
ARIMA(l,d,q) process, discussed in Section 5.2 for q^d+1,
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the term in (5.5.3) involving the f^'s can be expressed 
entirely in terms of and summed using the identity 
(4.1.2) to give the term -(1-^^ as well as an
expression with binomial coefficients ,j=0 ,...,d-1
which can be incorporated into the first term. For q>d+l 
as well as the above terms we have the 'jump' 
discontinuities.
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Chapter 6
SPECIFICATION OF A FORECASTING SYSTEM
6 .1 Introduction
A portion of a unified forecasting system is now considered 
with the inclusion of three univariate non-seasonal 
processes which have been introduced previously.
These three models, which in practice are the most commonly 
identified processes for modelling non-seasonal 
time-series, are the steady model, the continuous linear 
growth model and the bounded linear growth model. The 
steady model, or equivalent ARIMA(0,1,1) model, is the most 
widely used series in many applications including, for 
example, short term forecasting in production planning.
This constant forecast model is characterised by the 
current 'true level' of demand; persistent growth or 
decline being either absent or unimportant.
By the addition of a slope term the continuous linear 
growth model can be used to describe series whose level and 
slope are continuously updated by random shocks and so on. 
The observations of this model, as discussed in Section
2.3.1, are consistent with those of the ARIMA(0,2,2) model.
Both the steady model and the continuous linear growth 
model have polynomial projecting predictors, as given in
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Examples 4.2.5 and 4.2.6; in the case of the former this is 
the exponentially weighted moving average. These types of 
predictors have provided considerable interest in the 
literature (see Section 4.2.1).
The choice of the bounded linear growth model, or 
equivalent ARIMA(1,1,2) process, allows us to include 
within the forecasting system a process which is somewhere 
between the constant forecast model and the continuous 
linear growth model. This is so since the predictor of 
this process (see example 5.2.5) converges in a geometric 
fashion towards a constant forecast or ceiling value.
The forecast functions for all three models are considered 
in detail in Section 6.4.
The forecasting system primarily involves a Box-Jenkins 
analysis of the historical data and then extrapolation 
forward, but with the added option of incorporating the 
expertise and knowledge of the user on infrequent 
occasions. The inclusion of this provision within the 
system is intended to overcome the main weakness of a 
statistical forecasting method which merely transforms the 
input data into output data in a mechanical way, as 
discussed in Section 2.2.5, thus taking no account of 
external information relevant to the resulting actions.
Throughout this chapter the emphasis is on simplicity of 
manipulation.
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6.2 Organisation of the System
Essentially, the system is intended to operate in two 
ways : -
(1) Firstly, the user will input data, either from a data 
file, a named variable in vector form, or keyboard input, 
and carry out a quantitative analysis of the previous 
history to decide on a model to best represent the time 
series. One method of approach is given in Section 6.3.
(2) For much of the time the system will be used for 
forecasting an established series using stored data and an 
assumed model, with the option of interacting if there is 
any suggestion of external factors. The data are taken 
from an analysis summary file. Section 6.4 considers the 
adopted forecasting procedures.
By the provision of an interactive session between the user 
and the terminal it is hoped to achieve a system which is 
"user-friendly" and easily understood. The terminal 
interrogates the practitioner with a series of questions. 
These questions, requiring simple answers, move the user 
through the system.
Ideally, all results are retained on file. The problem of 
output during the session is one of some difficulty since a 
lot more information than just the forecasts is available, 
much of which is relevant to decision making. Therefore, 
the system needs to be organised so that results relevant
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F i g u r e  6.2.1. F l ow  chart for the i n t e r a c t i v e  fore c a s t  s y s t e m
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to both the specialist and non-specialist practitioner are 
displayed automatically with others available on request.
Figure 6.2.1 gives a flow chart for the system which serves 
as a guideline to implementation. This chart indicates the 
sequence of operations and clarifies what must be done as a 
result of each decision that is made. Keeping the option 
of adding other models at a later stage, the flow chart 
indicates the adopted approach for the three univariate 
processes.
6.3 Analysis of the Data
One important disadvantage of the Bayesian approach is that 
there is little guidance on how to identify the correct 
model. This is usually the most important task in a 
forecasting operation. Harrison and Stevens (1976, 
Discussion) suggest that if the observation or differenced 
series is stationary then existing identification methods 
are appropriate. For the purpose of this forecasting 
system a classical Box-Jenkins technique is employed to 
relate a model to the available data. The differenced data 
is run through a stationary model at each stage of 
identification and the parameters estimated using fully 
efficient statistical techniques. Inferences are then made 
by the application of relevant tests, thus giving an 
indication as to whether the suggested model provides an 
adequate fit. Any inadequacies discovered may suggest an 
alternative form for the equation and the process can then
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be repeated. Once a model has been decided on, the 
parameters are estimated and the model fit examined.
6.3.1 Model Identification
Test for Trend
The differenced data is run through the ARMA(1,1) process, 
where
w^=Vy^,
and the parameters estimated. The iterative estimation 
procedure used is discussed in detail by Godolphin (1980) . 
The estimation equations are given by (2.2.16) and 
(2.2.17).
Using the maximum likelihood estimates of (p and 3, the 
slope limit, SLOLIM is calculated. This is given by two 
standard errors of (p and derived from algorithm 3 of 
Section 2.2.2; that is.
SL0LIM=2 {(1-$^) (1 + îê) ^ /n((fi+e)
The test for trend then comprises the comparison of the 
absolute value of the slope estimate (p with this slope 
limit.
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Thus if,
Abs(slope=^)<SLOLIM
there is a definite suggestion of an absence of trend. 
Otherwise, a slope term is indicated with a further 
investigation needed to suggest the nature of this growth.
Test for Continuous or Bounded Growth
To estimate the model parameters the data is run through an 
ARIMA(1,1,2) model. The estimation procedure is that of 
Section 2.2.2. The standard error of the maximum
/V
likelihood estimator of cj), again derived from algorithm 3 
of Section 2.2.2, is calculated. This is given by
r\y / S A  A p  A  p  A  A  A  p  1
SE(*) = {(l-4^) (I+OB^+O^gg) /n(32+*Gi+*) }
where n is the number of differenced data.
Then, if the slope estimate lies within two standard errors 
of unity, that is
A
11+4 l<2a,
a continuous linear growth model best fits the data and 
is set equal to 1. Otherwise, the suggestion is that the 
data series is best described by a bounded linear growth 
model.
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6.3.2 Parameter Estimation
Subsequently, we need to estimate the parameters of the 
chosen model. This is done by the application, again of 
the results of Section 2.2.2. For the steady model, this 
is just equation (2.2.16) with 4=0. The three model 
parameters for the bounded linear growth are the estimates 
used in the test for the type of growth. Finally, for the 
continuous linear growth model, after twice differencing 
the original data the pseudoquadratic convergence system of 
Godolphin (1978) is applied. This is essentially algorithm 
2, given by equation (2.2.15), but, with the sample serial 
correlations r^, of the twice differenced data replacing
6.3.3 Diagnostic Check
The model fit can be examined by a comparison of the 
one-step ahead forecasts, obtained from the direct basic 
form for the relevant model, and the actual observations. 
The presence of large residuals may well correspond to 
abnormal events, say a strike or faulty data. If the cause 
can be identified appropriate action can be taken.
6.4 Prediction and Intervention
A forecasting procedure is now considered which operates 
automatically for most of the time but allows intervention 
on infrequent occasions.
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The ability to employ prior knowledge and subjective 
information to interact with the modelling process has 
previously been discussed in Section 2.3.5 when forecasting 
using the Bayesian dynamic linear model and in Section
2.2.5 in the case of ARIMA forecasting.
In this section we aim to show how a technique analogous to 
the Bayesian intervention method can be applied in 
classical model prediction theory. It is aimed to reduce 
the algebraic complications of the Bayesian approach yet 
not limit its applicability.
This approach is acceptable since, as previously mentioned, 
it has been shown in the literature (Godolphin and 
Harrison (1975) , Godolphin and Stone (1980) , Godolphin and 
Key (1981) and Stone (1981)) that time series described by 
an ARIMA process have an equivalent dynamic linear model 
formulation, the equivalence being in the sense of their 
predictors.
6.4.1 On the Forecast Function
The mathematics of the adopted approach follows from 
Section 3.3, where it was seen how the inclusion of a 
non-zero process mean modifies the forecast function of the 
ARIMA(p,d,q) process. In order to superimpose any prior 
knowledge the deterministic trend function is no longer 
considered fixed. This allows for changes to be made on 
infrequent occasions to means incorporated into the 
forecast function.
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The m-step ahead predictor is defined by
y^(m)=y*(m)+1^ (m-1+1 ) (6.4.1)
where y*(m) is the direct basic form for the ARIMA process
(3.2.1) with zero mean and (m-1+1) is the deterministic 
trend function given by (3.3.8) and (3.3.9), that is
X^ (k)=UQ+ky^+...+k y^+ \
A distinct roots of 4(z)
B repeated roots of 4(z)
where A ^d+l^'"'^^p ^d+p
® ^d+r^^l ^^r+l^d+r+l+"''^^p ^d+p
and k=m-l+l.
1 is a variable, indicating the lead time at which each 
change is made.
Remarks
(1) Comparison of (3.3.7) and (6.4.1) reveals a slight 
modification in the later. This is necessary since the 
means can be altered at any time stage and the forecast 
function modified from this time. This should become 
clearer from consideration of the forecast functions for 
the three models.
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(2) The technique has varying degrees of difficulty. It 
may be that the model continues unperturbed into the future 
so that forecasts of sufficient accuracy are produced on 
taking all means equal to zero. Often, however, the 
practitioner will possess information of potential relevance 
beyond the mere data history and future values. For 
example, it may be known that a competitor is going out of 
business or may be producing a competing product. Or 
perhaps that a new legislation is to come into force in a 
few months.
(3) The direct basic form is chosen to describe y^(m) in 
preference to the representations of Box and Jenkins (1970, 
Chapter 4) for several reasons. The major advantage is 
that the forecast function can be broken into components 
which may be of as much interest as the forecasts 
themselves. These components include the intercept, slope, 
'jump' discontinuity and the asymptotic ceiling forecast.
All these components can be expressed in terms of a few 
elements of the updating and/or component series. For most 
commonly identified processes, using the direct basic form, 
means that the predictor components and forecasts for all 
lead times can be computed in a single calculation without 
the need to work out every intervening forecast.
We now consider the forecast functions for three special 
cases; that is the three models included in the forecast 
system.
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Figure 6.4.1. Response to mean changes
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The Steady Model
The m-step ahead forecast function for the ARIMA(0,1,1) 
process is given simply, from (6.4.1), (4.2.5) and (3.3.8)
by
y^(m)=U^+y^+(m-1+1 )
where and y^=y^ and is the EWMA.
y^ , the level mean, can be used to introduce a transient or 
step change, (see Figure 6.4.1), in say the case of a 
strike or continued increase/decrease in demand 
respectively. Changing y^ , known as the slope mean, 
indicates more gentle drifts from the target. (See also 
Example 7.2).
Remark
Examination of the forecast function demonstrates the need 
for m-1 +1 instead of m in the deterministic part of the 
predictor. Suppose, for example, a slope change is 
introduced at time 1 , the forecast function needs to be 
modified at this time by y^ and at lead time 1+1 , by 2 y^ 
and so on. Without the modification a change at time 1, 
causes the addition of ly^, thus introducing both a step 
and slope change.
The Continuous Linear Growth Model
For the ARIMA(0,2,2) process, the predictor is given from
(6.4.1) and Example 4.2.6 by
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(m) =U^ +C_|_+ (m-1 ) ( 1 + 3^  + 32 ) C^+y^+ (m-1+1 )3g+ (m-1+1 )
where ^s~^l
U
^t ^t ^t-1 -
In practice concern with y^ , which if non-zero introduces
quadratic terms into the forecast function, will be minimal
and therefore assumed zero for all lead times. The trend
components, however, will be of interest to the
practitioner; hence if prior knowledge necessitates y_J-i
and/or y^  can be made non-zero. As with the steady model, 
y^ can be introduced to take account of a change in level, 
or if altered for one lead time only, a transient change, 
tg alters the gradient or rate of growth or decline of the 
forecasts.
The Bounded Linear Growth Model
The forecast function for the ARIMA(1,1,2) process is given 
by
(m) =Yt (m) +\+ (m-1+1 )
where y^=yQ, y^=y^, 1^3 = ^2 from Example 5.2.5
(6.4.2)yt(m)=U^+a^Ct-<f «3 0^
with
d^= c{)(lt3 ]^ ).+32 ^ a2=c|)^ +(t)3^ +32
i-(j) 1—4>
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and
and y^  can be altered as for the other two processes, 
tg, the bound mean, can be introduced if there is any 
suggestion of change in the ceiling value to be attained by 
the forecasts.
Recalling that the bounded linear growth model used in 
Bayesian forecasting is equivalent to the ARIMA(1,1,2) 
process in the sense of their predictors, we consider 
briefly the forecast function of the former. Applying the 
results of Section 2.3.4, using the Kalman filter updating 
and prediction equations,
yt{k)=FG’"mt+u^+ - y^{l+
1 2 1
.k-1 (1 +^ )
where
 ^(1+0 ) , 2 -4.*^ (^i+(t.),0
\ 1 “(J) 1-f /
Since the forecasts are equivalent, comparison with
(6.4.2), gives
_FG^mt=yt(k)
and
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Similar results exist for the steady model and the 
continuous linear growth model.
It is apparent that the technique of intervention with 
ARIMA forecasting considerably reduces the mathematics and 
results in a much less cumbersome and more easily 
understood forecast function. Also, fewer initial 
estimates are required using this method.
6.5 Limitations
The forecasting system considered in this chapter has a 
number of limitations. The structure, however, is such 
that any further requirements can be included fairly 
easily. We now consider some of the more important 
weaknesses and suggest possible improvements.
(1) The system allows only one of three possible models to 
be fitted to the data series, these models being both 
univariate and non-seasonal. A necessary improvement would 
be the inclusion of alternative processes. These could be 
regression models, which are characterised by the fact that 
the variables entering them are random, and a number of 
selected seasonal models. These have been widely discussed 
in the literature. Roberts and Harrison (1981), for 
example, consider some seasonal time series models suitable
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for the univariate modelling and forecasting of many time 
series and discuss their equivalent ARIMA representation.
A case study of sales figures is given by Chatfield and 
Prothero (1973) using a Box-Jenkins analysis. Godolphin 
(1977b, 1977c) considers seasonal moving average processes 
discussing both the autocorrelations and an estimation 
procedure based on a result of Whittle (1961). Ideally, an 
estimation method, analogous to the procedures of Godolphin 
(1977a, 1984) could be developed.
(2) Another possible extension could be the inclusion of 
multiprocess modelling analogous to the Class II procedure 
of Harrison and Stevens (1976), and the technique of 
Gathercole and Smith (1984). This technique allows the 
generating model at any given time to be a random choice 
from a number of discrete alternatives, these usually being 
a 'no change' model, a 'step change' model, a 'slope 
change' model and a transient observation.
(3) In the forecasting procedure, the technique of 
intervention needs improvement. The method of inputting 
the mean changes is a problem as it also is with the 
Bayesian method. Marketeers, for example, usually consider 
percentage changes. At present, the intervention technique 
is more academic than practical.
(4) Output representation is also a problem of some 
difficulty. Improvements could include explanations of 
various results, including, for example, an easily 
understood representation of the chosen model, a graph of
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the historic data with some indication of outliers, and the 
meaning of tests of fit. A useful means for representing 
the goodness of fit of a model is a plot of the data and 
one-step ahead forecasts made at the preceding time. In 
forecasting it would be advantageous to indicate on either 
a written output or graphical plot any time stage where the 
user believes that a no change model is unlikely to account 
for the current observation and intervention has therefore 
been used.
(5) In an automatic forecasting system the user will 
almost certainly require some sort of loss function of a 
simple form. It is possible to bound the decision by 
putting upper and lower bounds on the loss function as 
discussed by Smith (1980). Bounded loss functions are 
better, since the unbounded quadratic loss function,
/V rs 2
b(y^,y^)=(y^-y^) , merely chooses the appropriate mean.
One bounded loss function examined in earlier work on the 
system is the conjugate bounded loss of Bindley (1976) 
given by
where for t=l-n, loss = ^L(y^,y^).
(6 ) A statistical test may be required to check the 
normality of one-step ahead forecasts errors so that action 
can be taken if they are not random, that is with mean zero 
and a specified standard deviation.
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Chapter 7
APPLICATIONS
In this chapter a practical view is taken of the forecast 
system. Any calculations and results are obtained from a 
program written in APL and listed in Appendix 1.
Example 7.1
The data series considered represents the monthly 
production figures for sulphuric acid in the United 
Kingdom. The rate per day in tonnes is given in Table
7.1.1, from October 1963 to October 1981 inclusive. 
Sulphuric acid is one of the most important of the 
'manufactured' raw materials of the chemical industry and 
its uses extend into many other forms of production. 
Examination of the data series reveals that up until 1974, 
the production figures are fairly steady. Then in 
1974-1975, as with most United Kingdom industries 
production was hit by the oil crisis and start of the 
recession. The haulage strike and bad weather conditions 
in the first quarter of 1979 limited production and 
curtailed supplies of sulphuric raw material. In addition, 
Poland experienced the most severe winter in living memory. 
This considerably decreased their exports of sulphur to the 
United Kingdom.
The sample serial correlations are shown in Figure 7.1.2.
For the data series, it can be seen from the first 20
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Figure 7.1.2 S a m p le  s e v ia l c o rre la t io n s
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correlations that the values are large suggesting the
necessity to difference the data, for which the first 20 
correlations are shown. Apart from the first correlation, 
there is a tendency for a higher value at lags 6, 12 and 
18. This may be suggesting that further investigations 
would include some sort of seasonal factor. Despite these 
values, the correlations suggest that a steady model is a 
reasonable fit to the data.
Running the data series through the analysis part of the 
forecast system confirms this model choice with the 
rejection of the suggestion of any trend.
l f . T U - 1  S O U F i - C E  ( F I L E  y  V A R  I  A B L E  , . ! A M E  y  O R  K E Y B O A R D )  *  V
I  '  A  1  e .  V  E  C  T  0  F :  h>. A  M  E  *  H  R  S  Q  A
)  1  O  - f  O U  U  1  S  1 - 1  T O  F  O  F :  E C  A S  T  O R  C  A  ? ■ :  F - :  T ‘  O U T  D A T A  A N A L  T  S I S ?  *  D
: r  T  I - I  L  F :  e l  a  I R E  i : i  I  ? . !  T  H  e l  M  O  D  E  l _  ?  (  t  E  S  ,  n o  ^  O R  C O M  F  U  T  E  R  W  T  I .  L .  F I T )  ;
Y  F I  E  C O M R U T E R  I S  GOT N  G  TO D E C I D E  I E  T H E R E  I S  A  T R E N D  I N  Y O U R  D A T A
I  N  1  T I A  L E S T I M A T E  O F '  B E T A  I S  "0,2712637009
I N I T I A  ! . .  E S T I M A T E  O R  S  L .  O  F  E  I S  A
E S  I I  M A T E  O F  BHAT A T  I T E R A T I O N  2  0  " 0 , 4 1 7 7 4 0 4 0 5 1
e s t i m a t e  o f  s l o r f  A T  I T  F  R A T  I  O N  2 0  “ 0 . 0 4 4 3 7 6 2 5 3 6 1
I .  r  •  h  E S T I M A T E  L  E C S  H  A M  O R  E O U A  ! . . .  9  ST A  N  I '  R  F :  D  E  F :  F i ;  O R S .
T  H  E  I -  F  F -  O  F :  E  A  R T F  A I ' . -  M  O  I . ,  E  L  N  i ;  l _  I . .  B E  U S E  D  T u  F I T  T  H  E  D  A T A .
T H F  e s t i m a t e  O R  B E T A  I S  " 0 , 4 6 7 0 3 3 2 7 6
Fitting a model to the data
Thus, a steady model is decided upon as the best model to 
represent the sulphuric acid data. This is given by
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The model fit is examined by the comparison of the one-step 
ahead predictors, obtained from the direct basic form, and 
the actual observations. These are presented in the form 
of a graph (Figure 7.1.3), showing a plot of the data and 
the one-step ahead forecasts at the preceding time. To 
give a better indication of the model fit, the residuals 
are also plotted. Any large residual may be an indication 
of an abnormal event.
Once the model has satisfactorily been chosen to represent 
the data series, we are in a position to extrapolate 
forward. Without any data available from November 1981 
onwards it is impossible to examine forecasts ahead of this 
time stage. Therefore, for the purpose of this example, 
the use of intervention techniques are demonstrated by 
consideration of the one-step ahead forecasts for the 
available data. The factors, previously discussed, 
affecting the production of sulphuric acid are examples of 
prior information which the user may wish to include into 
the modelling process. Changes can be made on these 
infrequent occasions to the means included in the forecast 
function. Referring to the residual plot in Figure 7.1.3, 
it can be seen that these factors correspond to the larger 
residuals. This would be expected since large residuals 
indicate the times at which the model is unlikely to 
account for the current observation. Even though the user 
will be uncertain as to the magnitude of the changes the 
performance of the system can be validly improved. The 
results are presented in Figure 7.1.4. The graph shows 
plots of the data and the one-step ahead forecasts made at
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the preceding time. An asterisk is used to denote the 
places where intervention took place. As before the 
residual plot is shown. This indicates the difference 
between the actual observation and forecast.
Comparison of Figure 7.1.3 with Figure 7.1.4 shows the 
effectiveness of being able to interact with the modelling 
process at any time stage to take account of the available 
prior knowledge.
- 14 9 -
F igure 7.1.3
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Example 7.2
To demonstrate the use of intervention when forecasting 
more than one-step ahead, we consider a simulated series, 
denoted by FT. An analysis of the data indicates a steady 
model fit to the data. The outputs on the following few 
pages show this analysis, plus the effects of 'no change', 
'step change', 'slope change' and transient observations 
when forecasting nine-steps ahead.
Figure 7.2.1 gives the results of data analysis plus an 
example of a 'no change' model and transient observations. 
Figure 7.2.2 shows how the forecasts are modified by 
changes to the level mean and slope mean.
All the results are plotted in Figure 7.2.3.
It should be noted that the mean change values are for 
demonstration purposes only and are not necessarily the 
best method of input for a practitioner. (See limitations. 
Section 6.5).
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BAYES
/INPUT DATA SOURCE (F-DATA FILE, V-VECTORFORW VARIABLE, K-TO ENTER N O W ) ; V 
/ENTER VARIABLE NAME; FT
/DO YOU WISH TO CARRY OUT DATA ANALYSIS BEFORE FORECASTING? (Y OR N ) : Y
/IS THERE A TREND IN THE MODEL (Y ,N OR C FOR COMPUTER TO TEST FOR TREND) :C
ESTIMATE OF BETA AT ITERATION 4 5 IS 0,4086268455
ESTIMATE OF SLOPE AT ITERATION 4 5 IS 0,2626870569
STANDARD ERROR AT ITERATION 4 5 IS 0,1636952636
SLOPE ESTIMATE LESS THAN OR EQUAL ? STANDARD ERRORS, THEREFORE
A STEADY' MODEL WILL BE USED TO FIT THE DATA
10 ITERATIONS COMPLETED, VALUE OF BETA IS 0,594724926
/DO YOU WISH TO EXAMINE THE STEADY MODEL FIT? JN
/DO YOU WISH TO FORECAST NOW? (Y OR N ) ‘ Y
/HOW MANY NEW DATA POINTS TO BE ADDED % Q
/HOW MANY STEPS AHEAD DO YOU WISH TO FORECAST : 9
/IS INTERVENTION REQUIRED AT ANY TIME STAGE? % N
0R2CAST5 ARE9 5T E P S  A H E A :■
ST EF ' F O R E C A S T
1 104,75
2 104,75
3 104,75
4 104,75
5 104,75
104,75
/ 104.75
3 104,75
Ç 104,75
/DO Y G U W I S H
/ H O W M A N Y  N E W
/ H 0 W M A N Y  ST El
/ I 5 IN T E R V E N T
/AT HO'W M A N Y  1
/AT W H I C H  LEA]
/ E N T E R  L E V E L  i
/ E N T E R  S l OR E
:• s -E P S  A m E A C
S T E P F O R E C A S T
1 104.75
2 104,75
3 104,75
4 154,75
5 104,75
6 104,75
7 104,75
3 104,75
V 104,75
S AHEAD DO i OU WISH TO FORECAST t 9 
ON REQUIRED AT ANY TIME STAGE? ’ Y
,2AN V A L U E  AT E A C H  C H A N G E  R O I N
:? : 2
4,5
50,0
V, 0
Figure 7.2.1. Data analysis plus forecasting using 
1) a 'no chance' model and 2) a transient observation
- 1 5 3  -
/DO YOU WISH TO DO MORE FORECASTING? J Y 
/HOW MANY NEW DATA POINTS TO BE ADDED Î i)
/HOW MANY STEPS AHEAD DO YOU WISH TO FORECAST 
/IS INTERVENTION REQUIRED AT ANY TIME STAGE? % Y 
/AT HOW MANY LEAD TIMES WILL CHANGES TAKE PLACE? * 5 
/AT WHICH LEAD TIMES WILL INTERVENTION OCCUR? % 5,6,7,8 ,9
/ENTER LEVEL MEAN VALUE AT EACH
/ENTER SLOPE MEAN VALUE AT EACH
9 STEPS AHEAD FORECASTS ARE
STEP FORECAST
1 104,75
2 104,75
3 104,75
4 104,75
154,75
6 154,75
7 154,75
3 154,75
9 154,75
/DO YOU WISH TO DO MORE FORECASTING? \ Y 
/HOW MANY NEW DATA POINTS TO BE ADDED t .)
/HOW MANY STEPS AHEAD DO YOU WISH TO FORECAST t 9
/IS INTERVENTION REQUIRED AT ANY TIME STAGE? % Y
/AT HOW MANY LEAD TIMES WILL CHANGES TAKE PLACE? ; S
/AT WHICH LEAD TIMES WILL INTERVENTION OCCUR? % 5,6'7,8'9
/ENTER LEVEL MEAN VALUE AT EACH CHANGE POINT \ 0,0,0*0,0
/ENTER SLOPE MEAN VALUE AT EACH CHANGE POINT ♦ 35*35,33,35,35
9 STEPS AHEAD FORECASTS ARE
STEP FORECAST
1 104,, 75
2 104,. 75
3 104,,75
4 104,.75
5 104,.75
6 139.. 75
7 174,. 75
3 209,.75
9 ■ 244,,75
Figure 7.2.2. Forecasting using intervention to include 
1) a step change and 2) a slope change
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Fîgur© 7.2.3. Re«pon»e fo mean change#
Tran#Ien1 Step
LEAD TIME
A Slop# X No change
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY
The purpose of this work is to compile and derive the 
required theory for an interactive forecasting system.
This system fits a model to the data and then extrapolates 
forward. The techniques employed are those of statistical 
time-series analysis, which are described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 considers two results applicable to the 
derivation of forecast functions and the modification of 
the resultant. The first considers the predictor 
generating function for non-stationary ARIMA processes.
The approach of Whittle (1963) for the prediction of 
stationary processes depends strongly on the model 
possessing a moving average representation. The equivalent 
representation, namely the random shock form of Box and 
Jenkins (1970) , is a doubtful form for the ARIMA process 
which makes the derivation of Whittle's result unsuitable 
in this case. However, it is shown that his result, also 
defines the predictor generating function for 
non-stationary time series. Secondly, in Chapter 3, the 
inclusion of a non-zero mean for the ARIMA process is 
discussed. This gives a modified forecast function, 
combining the predictor for the model with zero mean with a 
deterministic trend function.
The predictor generating function provides a useful 
approach to deriving an alternative representation to the
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direct basic form of Godolphin (1975) for predicting 
ARIMA(p,d,q) processes. In particular in Chapters 4 and 5, 
a solution is presented for the special cases p=0 and p=l. 
These are the only two cases in which it is assured that 
the components of the predictor are real and not complex 
valued. For p=0, we have the well-known
polynomial-projecting predictors, which for q>d, take the 
form of a forward-shifted forecast function, with the first 
q-d forecasts representing a series of jumps. The 
inclusion of an autoregressive parameter gives a forecast 
function which also contains an asymptotic component.
Chapter 6 considers part of a unified expert system for 
three non-seasonal univariate processes, namely the steady 
model, the continuous linear growth model and bounded 
linear growth model. All these processes have equivalent 
ARIMA and dynamic linear model formulations. To analyse 
the data and choose a model of best fit classical inference 
techniques are used. The forecasting branch involves the 
use of the direct basic form with the inclusion of 
deterministic trends. This result incorporating process 
means into the forecast function suggests a useful result 
applicable to intervention problems. The technique has 
varying degrees of difficulty. It may be that the model 
continues unaffected into the future. Thus, forecasts 
produced by taking all the mean terms equal to zero will be 
acceptable. However, the user may possess qualitative or 
quantitative information of potential relevance beyond the 
mere data history and future values. In this case the user 
can interact with the modelling process at any time stage
157 -
to include his subjective information. For example, a step 
change can be used to introduce sudden and sustained 
changes in quality, whilst to indicate more gentle drifts 
from target a slope change can be included. Also, a 
transient observation will guard against mavericks, such as 
a misreading, or external factors such as strikes.
An example showing a practical implication of the system is 
discussed in Chapter 7. This examines the National United 
Kingdom monthly figures for sulphuric acid production.
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Appendix
PROGRAM LISTING
7 ReaASK Q
Cl] CP-0 
C2] pR(fO)+0
9
7 bates; a
[1] p LINKS DATA ANAL T SIS AND F O R E C A S T I N G  F U N C T I O N S
C2] 4(0=fZRBEGIN)/0
C3] 4(0=fORAASK '/DO YOU WISH TO CARRY OUT DATA ANALYSIS B E F O R E  FOR
ECASTING7 ( T OR N)| ')/O
C4] 4 ( •T'/lfQ)/Ll
C5] BAN:
C6] L2|4(0=fOfaASK '/DO y o u  w i s h  TO FORECAST NOW? (Y OR N)| ')/Q
C7] 4('Y'XltO)/L3
183 l i ; f c a s t  
C93 ->0
C103 L3*'THE DATA HAS BEEN ANALYSED AND THE RESULTS STORED,'
7
7 2 f b e g i n ;n ;v e c t
Cl 3 FUNCTION FOR DATA INPUT
C23 -» ( ' FV ' =lf aASK ’/INPUT DATA SOURCE (F-DATA F I L E ,  V - V E C T O R F O R M  VA
RIABLE, K-TO ENTER NOW); ')/FILE,yARS
C33 ' '
C43 n f ç l e a n  aASK '/h o w  m a n y  d a t a  p o i n t s ; '
[53 ZPlO
[63 Li;2pZ,CLEAN aASK '/PLEASE ENTER UP TO ',(♦•( t N )-f Z ), ' D A T A  P O I N T
s; '
[73 4(W)fZ)/Ll
C83 Zt-NfZ
C93 4ST
C103 FILE;ZFFILE
c m  -»sT
C123 YARS;4(0=fZFAASK '/ENTER VARIABLE NAME; ')/#
C133 4(2=0HC 2)/L2
[143 'ERROR - NO VARIABLE CALLED ',Z,' EXISTS, TRY AGAIN,'
C153 4VARS
[163 L2;ztiZ
[173 ST;VECTFDIFFZ-((+/DIFFZ)ffDIFFZF(ljZ)_-14Z)
[183 COV VECT
7
7 COV v e c t ;k ;d e n o m ;s c o r ;s c o v
[13 m CALCULATES SAMPLE SERIAL COVARIANCES
[23 fl a n d  SAMPLE SERIAL CORRELATIONS
[33 COVQP ( f/VECTx VECT )rt'EHOMt-/VECT
[43 SCOV(-SCORt-(0
[53 Xt-l
[63 L00P;SC0VFSC0V,(+/((-K)4VECT)XX4VECT)fDEN0M 
[73 4(DEN0M)KFX+1)/L00P
[83 SCORt-(5COV.j.COV0 + COV0 = 0) XCOVQ/O
[93 Rp(MF30L(“ l+f5C0V))|5C0R
CIO] cp(3iLfSCOV)|SCOV
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7 BA II r 
Cl] ft B A T A  A N A L Y S I S
C2] L 0 ;M ( ' MY ■ - l l a A S K  ' / I S  T H E R E  A T R E N D  IN T H E  M O D E L  (Y ,N OR C FO R  C
O W F U T E R  TO T E S T  F O R  T R E N D )  ; ' ) / S M l , G M l
[3] TREND
[4] 4((|SL0PE)>2xSL0LIM)/GM
[•J] 'SLOPE ESTIMATE LESS THAN OR EQUAL ] STANDARD ERRORS. THEREFORE
C6] S M l l ' A  S T E A D Y  M O D E L  W I L L  BE U S E D  TO F I T  T H E  DAT A'
[7] S T M O D
[B] 4 ( ' M ' = l f a A S K  ' / D O  Y O U  W I S H  TO E X A M I N E  T H E  S T E A D Y  M O D E L  F I T ?  ;')
/O
[9] 4F O R
C I O ]  G M ; ' S L O P E  E S T I M A T E  IS G R E A T E R  T H A N  0 S T A N D A R D  E R R O R S  . T H E R E F O R  
E '
[11 ]  G M I J ' A  S T E A D Y  M O D E L  IS R E J E C T E D , '
[ 1 2 ]  'WE W I L L  N O W  I N V E S T I G A T E  IF A B O U N D E D  O R  C O N T I N U O U S  L I N E A R  G R O W
TH '
[ 1 3 ]  ' M O D E L  F I T S  T H E  D A T A '
[ 1 4 ]  f h i e s t
[153 4 ( a / " 9 9 9 = c o m p 2 ) / L 8
[ 1 6 ]  4 ( ( l 1 - P H A T ) 1 2 X S E P H A T ) / B D L G
[ 1 7 ]  ' S L O P E  E S T I M A T E  W I T H I N  2 S T A N D A R D  E R R O R S  OF U N I T Y , T H E R E F O R E  A C
ON T I N U O U S '
[ 1 8 3  'L I N E A R  G R O W T H  M O D E L  W I L L  BE U S E D  TO F I T  T H E  D A T A '
[ 1 9 3  L I N E A R
[ 2 0 ]  4 ( ' N ' = l ) a A S K  '/D O  Y O U  W I S H  TO E X A M I N E  T H E  C O N T I N U O U S  L I N E A R  GR O 
W T H  F I T ?  ; ' ) /O
[ 2 1 ]  4F 0R
[ 2 2 ]  B D L G | ' S L O P E  E S T I M A T E  IS N O T  W I T H I N  2 S T A N D A R D  E R R O R S  OF U N I T Y ,  T 
H E R E F O R E  A '
[ 2 3 ]  ' B O U N D E D  L I N E A R  G R O W T H  MODEL. W I L L  BE U S E D  TO  F I T  T H E  D A T A , '
[ 2 4 ]  B L M l
[ 2 5 3  4 ( ' N ' = a A S K  '/ D O  Y O U  W I S H  TO E X A M I N E  T H E  B O U N D E D  L I N E A R  G R O W T H  M
O D E L  F I T ?  : ' )/0 
[ 2 6 3  F O R J D L M  
V
7 D L M
[ 1 3  C A L C U L A T E S  O N E - S T E P  A H E A D  F O R E C A S T S
[ 2 3  B E T A l P l f C 0 M P 2
[33  B E T A 2 P l t l + C 0 M P 2
[ 4 3  P H A T p - l f C O M P O
[53 t h (-b e t a 2 + ( F H A T x B E T a i ) + p h a t  »2
[63 COP((Z[2]-Z[13)4TH+TH=0)XTH/0
173 U0PZ[13-PHATXC0
[83 UPDATE
[93 'ONE STEP AHEAD FORECASTS'
[ 1 0 3  A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c m  ' '
[ 1 2 3  ' A C T U A L  D A T A  E X P E C T E D  R E S I D U A L '
[13 3 '__________   '
[ 1 4 3  ' 3 F 1 0 . 2 ' $ ( S ( 3 , " l + f Z ) f ( l i Z  ,, ( ~ u V t h ) , (l + z g - ' i + Y T H )
7
7 DLMI
Cl 3 ft C A L C U L A T E S  U P D A T I N G  A N D  C O M P O N E N T  S E R I E S
[2 3 B E T A l F l t C 0 M P 2
[33 B E T A 2 P l t l + C 0 M P 2
[ 4 3  PHAT(-“ l f C 0 M P 2
[5 3 T H F B E T A 2 + ( P H A T x B E T A l ) + P H A T * 2
[6 3 C 0 P < ( Z [ 2 3 - Z [ l ] ) - T H f T H = 0 ) X T H / 0
[7] U O P Z C n - P H A T i C O
[8J UFDATE _ 1 6 0  -
0 ESTB F;
[[] f, ESTIMATES THE F A F A M E T E F S BETAl AND BETA] F OF:
[2] A A CONT INDUS LINEAR GROWTH MODEL.
[ 3 ] m n e e  I* GLOBALS R ,M
[4]
[5] BETAlfF:[l]
[6] &ET A ] f F:C]J
[7] ITPl
C81 L O ; U F ( 2 , N ) f O
C93 B C O N S T e ( l + ( B E T A l * 2 ) + t E T A 2 * 2 ) - ( ( l + B E T A 2 ) X ( I f ( B E T A l t 2 ) - B E T A ] , 2 ) ) -
2 X & E T A 1 *2 
C I O ]  VlfBCONSTxBETAl 
Cll] V2<-BCONSTxBETA2X l+PETA]
[ 1 2 ]  U [ 1 ; 1 ] f B C O N S T x  1 + (R E T A l k 2 )  - B E T A 2 * 2
[ 1 3 ]  U [ 2 ; l ] f B C 0 N S T x 2 x B E T A l x B E T A 2
[ 1 4 ]  U [ i ; 2 ] f B C 0 N S T X ( - B E T A l ) X l + ( B E T A l * 2 ) - ( B E T A 2 * 2 ) + 2 % B E T A 2
[15] U[2;2]P*C0NSTx(lfBETA2) X 1 -(BETA 1 *])~BETA]* 2
[ 1 6 ]  U f ( 2  2 f U [ i ; i 3 , ( v i x - 2 ) , u [ 2 ; i ] , v 2 x - 2 ) , u
[ 1 7 ]  Kt-5
[18] iR 1 2
[ 19 ]  Li ; u [ i  ; K ] ( - - ( U [ i ; k - i 3 x b e t a i x 2) + ( U [ i ; k - 2 ] x ( b e t a i  a2 ) + 2 x b e t a 2) + ( U [ i ;
K-3 3X&ETA2X2XBETA1 )fU[ IJ K- 4] XBETA]* 2
[ 2 0 ]  4 ( ( H R 2 ) 1 K R K + 1 ) / L 1
[21] UF 0 2 tu
[ 2 2 ] BHATlf(BETAl-Vl)++/RxU[i;3
[ 2 3 ]  b h a t 2 f ( b e t a 2 - v 2 ) +  + / R x U [ 2 M
[24J 4( ( ( I BHATl-BETAl ) + | BHATl-BETA]) <0.0001 )/END
[ 2 5 3  BETAlFBHATl
[ 2 6 ]  B E T A 2 f B H A T 2
[ 2 7 ]  I T M T f l
[ 2 8 ]  4L Q
[293 END; 'ESTIMATE OF BETAl AT ITERATION ',(?IT),' IS ' , tBETA 1fBHAT1 
[303 'ESTIMATE OF BETA] AT ITERATION ',(fIT),' IS ' ,^BETA] FBHAT]
[ 313 C0MP2FBETA1 , BE TA], 1
7
7 DATA f FILE 
[13 p DATA INPUT FROM FILE
[23 d a t a f \0
[33 LI ; 4(QapFILEfaASK '/ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE THAT DATA IS HELD ON 
. ‘ )/0
[43 4(0/IKR0ASS F I L E , ■.AAS/AS ')/0K
[53 'ERROR - FILE CANNOT BE OPENED FOR READING,'
[63 4L1
[/] OK ;-»(2/fHFCLEANB[2]IF)/ERR
[83 4(1=LFN[2])/L0
[93 l 2; l f ç l e a n  aosK '/w h i c h  c o l u m n  h o l d s  t h e  d a t a  r e q u i r e d ; •
[10] 4(H[23> l )/l o
[ 1 1 ] 'ERROR - ONLY ',(tW[2]),' COLUMNS ON THIS FILE,'
[12] 4L]
[ 1 3 ]  l o ;d a t a f \0
[143 l 3; d a t a f d a t a ,c l e a n b [ 2] if 
[ 153 4((X/N))fDATA)/L3
[ 1 6 3  DATAF(NfDATA)L;L]
[ 1 7 ]  40
LIB] e r r ;'ERROR - f i l e  d o e s  n o t  HAVE THE CORRECT STRUCTURE,'
7
7 LINEAR
[13 M e s t i m a t e s  m o d e l  P A R A M E T E R S  F O R  T H E
[2 3 ft C O N  I I N D U S  l i n e a r  G R O W T H  M O D E L
[3 3 D F Z F ( 1 + D I F F Z > _ - 1 + D I F F Z
[43 V E C T l r D F Z _ ( + / D F Z , f f D F Z
[5 3 C O V  v E c r i
[6 3 ESTB R
[73 DLMI - 161 -
[ 1 ] 
[2 ] 
13] 
[4] 
C5] 
[6] 
C7] 
LB] 
LV]
[1 0]
[11]
[1 2]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20] 
[2 1] 
[2 2]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36] 
137]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]
[44]
[45]
[46]
F C A S T
f l  P F E E i I C T I U G  K - S T E F  5  A H E A D  W I T H  O F  T  I  J N  O F  
A  I M T E F V E i . ’ T I O I I  O i l  T N F F E G U E N T  O C C A S I O N S  
['ATAF10
& E T A 1 F 1 C 0 M F 2
B E T A 2 F 1 M  C Û 4 F- 2
F  H  A  T  F  “  1  t  C  O  M  F -  2
U f C O H F  3  
C  F  C  Ü  M  F -  4
L  ^  0  :  f ( 0 1 N - C  L  E  A  N  a A S K  ' / H O W  M A N T  N E W  D A T A  P O I N T S  T O  B E  A D D E D  ;  '  ) /  
F C O
' P L E A S E  E N T E F ;  ' . ( y N ) , '  D A T A  P O I N T S '
L 1  ; D A T A f D A T A , C L E A N  ^ A S K  ' / ? ; '
4  (  N  =  /  D  A  T  A  )  /  L  2  
4 ( N  < p D  A  T  A  )  /  E  F :  F ;
' P L E A S E  I N P U T  ' , ( ^ N - f D A T A ) , '  D A T A  P O I N T S '
4L1
L 2 : : T F 1
L-0;c f C H - C ) , d a t a [ i t ] - u  
U F D A T A [ ; i T ] 4 ( B E T A l x " l t C ) + B E T A 2 / l K  
4 ( H , I T F I T + 1 ) / L 0  
c o m p 3 f u  
c o m p 4 f C 
Z f Z ,D A T A
F C O  • 4 ( 02.KFÇLEAN a A S K  ' / H O W  M A N Y  S T E P S  A H E A D  DO Y O U  W I S H  TO F O R E C  
A S T  J ' )/0 
4 ( 1 = P H A T )/ C L G M
A L P H A l F ( B E T A 2 + F H A T x ( l 4 B E T A l ) ) f l - P H A T
A l P H A 2 F ( B E T A 2 4 P H A T x ( B E T A 1 + P H A T ) ) 4 1 - P H A T
I N T E R V E N E
ITPl
'MO
L 3 : f P ' , U + M L [ I T ] 4 ( ( I T _ T [ 1 ] ) X M S [ I T ]  ) + (A L P H A  1 x" 1 fC ) - ( A L P H A Y X (P H A T * 
I f - l ) X - l f C ) F M B [ I T ] x P H A T * I T _ l  
4 ( K 1 I T ( - I T + 1 ) / L 3  
4 P R N  I
c l g m ; a l p h a 3 f 1 + b e t a i + b e t a 2
I N T E R V E N E  
I VFl 
'HO
L4 ; Y F Y , U + ( - l f C )  + ( ( IT-1 ) X A L P H A 3 x - l f C ) + M L [ I T ]  + I T x M S [ I T ]  
4 ( K > I T f I T f 1 ) / L 4  
PR(IT*( ?K), ' S T E P S  A H E A D  F O R E C A S T S  ARE'
' STEP F O R E C A S T '
'I3,F10.2'$*(2,K)f(lK),Y
4 ( ' >■ ' = l f  AASK '/DO YO U  W I S H  TO DO M O R E  F O R E C A S T I N G ?  \ ' )/ L F Q
40
e r r ; ' T O O  M A N Y  D A T A  P O I N T S , T R Y  A G A I N *
4L1-1
7 I N T E R V E N E
[ 1 ]  ft F U N C T I O N  F O R  I M P U T I N G  S L O P E ,  S T E P ,
[2] ft T R A N S I E N T  A N D  B O U N D  C H A N G E S
[3] mlfmbfmsfKpo
[ 4 ]  4 ( ' N ' = l f a A 5 K  ' / I S  I N T E R V E N T I O N  R E Q U I R E D  A T  A N Y  T I M E  S T A G E ?  ; ')
/O
[5] B f C L E A N  a A S K  ' / a t  h o w  m a n y  l e a d  T I M E S  W I L L  C H A N G E S  T A K E  P L A C E ?
[ 6 ]  T F C L E A N  a A S K  ' / A T  W H I C H  L E A D  T I M E S  W I L L  I N T E R V E N T I O N  O C C U R ?  ; '
[7 ] 4 ( ( 1 = P H A T ) v O = P H A T ) / L P 2
[ 8 ]  M B [ T ] f C L E h N a A S K  '/ e n t e r  b o u n d  M E A N  V A L U E  A T  E A C H  C H A N G E  P O I N T
[ 9 ]  l.F2 ;M L [ T ] f C L E A N  a A S K  ' / E N T E R  L E V E L  M E A N  V A L U E  A T  E A C H  C H A N G E  P O I
N T  ; '
C I O ]  M S C  f ]t-CLEAl( a A S K  ' / E N T E R  S L O F E  M E A N  V A L U E  A T  E A C H  C H A N G E  P O I N T
— 162 —
7 F H IE T ; M ; G ; L ; I T ; U ; v' 1 ; V 2 ; B C 01 rs 1 ; b h  a t ; ; b h  a t 2 ; i ; b h  a t ; k ; f s
[ 1 ] A T E S T S  F O R  A L I M I T  T O  T H E  Ü F O W T H  O F  W H E T H E F ;  T H E  G F; 0 W T H  IS
[ 2 ] A I U D E F  I M I TE , A L S O  E S T I M A T E S  F H I ,  B E T A ;  A/(D B E T A ]  F OF T H E
[ ] ]  A BOUM L ' E D  L I N E A R  G R O W T H  M O D E L ,
[ 4 ] A U S E S  G L O B A L S  F : , M , C , C O V / j , D I F F Z
[5]
C63 ITFl
C7 ] B E T A l F R C n
[8] B E T A 2 F F C 2 ]
L9] L0>: ;G(-l f ( 1 + M f p R ) p o
LI O]  Ü 0 F Ü C 1 J F - B E T A 1  
t i n  L 0 B L [ l ] F l + B E T A 2
[ 1 2 ]  g [ 2 ] f 1 + ( B E T a i x 2 ) - & e t a 2*2
[ 13 ]  L[ 2]f"2x£<ETAl
[ 1 4 ]  g [ 3 ] f ( - b e t a i x G [ 2 ] ' » - R E T A 2 x G [ i ]
[15] L[3]F(-BETA1XL[2])-BETA2XL[1]
[ 1 6 ]  KF4
[ 1 7 ]  L l ; G C K ] f (- B E T A l X G [ K - 1 ] )- B E T A ] X G [ K - 2 ]
[ 1 3 ]  L [ K ] K - B E T A l X L [ K _ 1 ] ) _ B E T A 2 X L [ K _ 2 ]
[19 ]  4( (M + 1) >KfK + l )/Ll
[ 20 ]  ÛF14-G
[ 2 1 ]  L F l i L
[ 22 ]  P H A T F ( G O + + / G x R ) f L O + + / L x R
[ 2 3 ]  c s f ( 1 + m )p o
[ 2 4 J C S [ 1 ] F ( ( i + p h a t * 2 ) x c o v o ) - 2 x p h a t x C[12
[ 2 5 ]  C S [ 2 ] K ( 1 + P H A T & 2 ) X C [ 1 ] ) - P H A T x C O V 0 + C [ 2 ]
[26] x <-2
[ 2 7 ]  L 2 ; C S [ K + 1 ] F ( ( 1 + P H A T * 2 ) X C [ K ] ) _ P H A T X C [ K _ 1 ] + C [ K + 1 ]
[ 2 8 ]  4 ( M 1 K F K + 1 ) / L 2
[ 2 9 ]  R S f U C S f C S c n
[ 3 0 ]  U F ( 2 , M ) f O
[ 31 ]  B C O N S T F ( 1 + ( B E T A l X 2 ) P B E T A 2 x 2 ) - ( ( 1 + B E T A 2 ) X ( 1 + ( B E T A 1 * 2 ) - & E T A 2 * 2 M -  
2 x B E T A l * 2
[32] V l F B C O H S T x B E T A l  ,
[3 3] v 2 f b c o n s t x b e t a 2 x I r b e t a ]
[34 ]  U [ 1 ; 1 ] F B C 0 W 5 T X 1 + ( B E T A 1 * 2 ) - B E T A 2 * 2
[ 3 5 ]  U[ 2;  l ] F B C 0 H S T x 2 X B E T A l X  B E T A ?
[ 3 6 ]  U [ i ; 2 ] F B C 0 N S T x ( - B E T A l ) x l + ( B E T A l * 2 ) - ( B E T A 2 * 2 ) + 2 X B E T A 2
[ 3 7 ]  U [ 2 ; 2 ] p B C 0 H S T x ( l + B E T A 2 ) X l - ( B E T A l * 2 ) - B E T A 2 x 2
[38 ]  U F ( 2  2 f U [ i ; i ] , ( v i x - 2 ) , u [ 2 ; i ] , v 2 x - 2 ),u
[39] KP5
[40 ]  IP 1 2
[ 4 1 ]  L O I :U[I ;K ] P - ( U [ I ;X - l ] X B E T A 1 X 2 )  + ( U [ I  ; K - 2 ] X  ( B E T A l * 2 ) + 2 X B E T A 2 )  + (U[I
; k - 3 ] x b e t a 2 x 2 x b e t a i )+u [ i ; k - 4 ] x b e t a 2* 2
[ 4 2 ]  4 ( ( M + 2 ) 1 K P K + 1 ) / L 0 1
[ 4 3 ]  Up 0 2 ;u
[44 ]  B H A T l f ( B E T A l - V l ) +  + / R S x U [ l  ; ]
[45] b h a t 2 p (b e t a 2- v 2 ) + + / R 5 x u [ 2 f ]
[ 4 6 ]  4 ( v / 1 0 0 i | B H A T l , B H A T 2 ) / W A R N
[ 4 7 ]  4 ( ( ( I B H A T l - B E T A l ) + I B H A T 2 - B E T A 2 ) ( 0 , 0 0 0 1 ) / E N D
[ 4 8 ]  B E T A l f B H A T l
[ 4 9 ]  B E T A 2 P B H A T 2
[50 ]  I T F l T + 1
[ 5 1 ]  4 L 0 X
[52 ]  E N D ; ' E S T I M A T E  OF BE TAl AT I T E R A T I O N  ' . ( y l T ) , '  15 ', ? B E T A 1f B H A T 1
[5 3 ]  ' E S T I M A T E  OF B E T A 2  A T  I T E R A T I O N  ' , ( f I T ) , '  IS ■ , ^ B E T A 2 w B H A T ?
[54 ]  ' E S T I M A T E  OF S L O P E  A T  I T E R A T I O N  ' , ( f I T ) , '  IS ' , ? F H A T
[ 5 5 ]  V P H A T f ( ( 1-P H AT *2) X (1 + ( P H A T x B E T A 1 ) .(.(PHATX2 ) X B E T A ]  ) *2 ) - ( f X (
B E T A 2 + ( P H A T x B E T A 1 ) + F H A T x 2 )*2
[5 6 ]  s e p h a t f v p h a t »0.5
[57 ]  ' S T A N D A R D  E R R O R  OF S L O P E  IS ' , y S E P H A T
[ 5 3 ]  c o m f 2 f b e t a i , b e t a 2 , p h a t
[59] 40
[60] W A R N ;•P R O B L E M  W I T H  E S T I M A T I O N  O F  T R E N D ,  P L E A S E  C H E C K  A S S U M P T I O N  
OF T R END IN DATA'
[61] C O M P O f l p B E T A l F B E T A O F P H A T ^“ 7 9 9
_______________ - 163 -
V srMOB;iT;éHAT;Rxp^y
[ 1 ] A ESTIMATES STEADY MODEL PARAMETER, BET A
[2] Ur 100
[]] BETA f R[IT f 1]
[ 4 ] LOOP ; BHATf ( ( 1-BE rA|;2> X+ / T ( - BET A ) * - 1 + I R KR ) <R X 1 R KR ) - 2 Ï BETA Ï + / Rx ( - 
BETA)A)RKRFfR
[5] 4 (0 , 0001)IBHAT_BETA)/TF
[6] BETAt-BHAT
[7] 4(U1ITFIT+1)/L00F
[8] (tU)>‘ ITERATIONS COMPLETED, VALUE OF BETA IS '.yBETA
[9] L'PU+100
[10] -»('ï'=aA5K '/CONTINUE ( I OR N) ' ) / L 0 0 P
[11] TR|COMP2pBETA,0f0
[12] (fIT);' ITERATIONS COMPLETED, VALUE OF BETA 15 ',yBETA
[13] DLMI
V
9 TREND ; BETAJ IT ; Bl }&2 Î N }R K R ; PH ? BHAT 
[ 1 ] A TESTS FOR A TREND III THE DATA USING AN
C2] n ITERATIVE PROCEDURE,
[]] ft USES GLOBALS R,M,DIFFZ
[4] tiPlOO
[5] RKR f /R
[6] BETAFRCl]
[/] PHPO
LÜ] ITPl
[9] LI ;B1F( (1-BETA<2)X(+/( (-BETA)*(-1+\RKR) ) <RX \RKR) )-2X&ETAx+/R X (- 
8ETA)*\RKR
[10] B2Pl+(BETA*2)+(( 1-BETA*4)X+/(14R)X( ,"1+RKR ) x (-BETA ) *~ 1 + ^ ~l+R K R )
P4XP/RX(-BETA), )RXR
[11] BHAT f B1+B2 x (-PH)fl+PHt2
[12] SLOPE(--(BETA-( 1 f BETA» 2) X + /R X ( - B E T A ) » ( " 1 + ) R K R ) ) - 1 + 2 X + / R X ( - B E T A ) » 
)RKR
[13] 4(0,0001 >( |SL0PE-PH)+|&ETA-BHAT)/L2
[14] BETA f BHAT
[15] p h f s l o p e
[16] 4(M> I T FI T +D / Ll
[17] (rU)»' iterations completed, values are b e t a = >,(^beta)
[18] 'AND SLOPED',fSL0PE
[19] L‘PU+100
[20] 4('Y'=ltAASK '/continue (Y Oft N) ')/Ll
[21] L 2 : 'ESTIMATE OF BETA AT ITERATION ',(fIT),' IS ',fBHAT
[22] 'ESTIMATE OF SLOPE AT ITERATION '.(flT),' IS '«fSLOPE
[23] SLOLIMfC((1-SL0PE»2)x( IfPHxBETA)»2>4(fDIFFZ)x(SLOPE + BETA) » 2 ) *
0,5
[24] 'STANDARD ERROR AT ITERATION ',(^IT),' IS ',^SLOLIM
V
9 UPDATE
[1] ft UPDATES COMPONENT SERIES AND UPDATING
[2] ft SERIES AND CALCULATES ONE-STEP AHEAD FORECASTS
[3] ITP2
C4] YTHFCFUF(fZ)fO
[5] C[1]FZ[1]_U0
C6] U[ 1]f Z [ l]+(BETAlxC[1]) f BETA2 xC0
[7] yth[i]fU[1]fphatxC[1]
[8] l o o p ;c [ i t j f Z[IT]-u [i t -1]
[9] U[IT]FZ[IT]F(BETA1XC[IT])+BETA2xC[IT-l]
[10] •|TH[ITJFU[IT]+PHATXC[IT]
[11] 4((fZ)lITFlTFl)/LOOP
[12] C0MP3F"lfU
[13] COMP4F-2fC
7
9 AN5FÇLEAN A
[1] AP,A
12] A[wA='-']F'-'
L3J ANSFAg'1234567390
r4] A^fPiANS\a n s /A _  ^
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ERRATA
Page 4 3rd line from bottom should read 'The Case qCd'.
Page 20 Line 4 should read ' . . . when (f)=0 in the equation
for the ARMA(q,p) process.'
I
Line 9 should read 'function of the ARMA(q,p) 
process,'
Page 26 ^Line 4, 'q^p' should be 'qCp'.
The first row of matrix D should be
'0...06 ...6/
q 1
Page 38 Formula (2.2.34]^  for f^  should read
k-1 p-q
f, = "
Page 45 6th line from bcttom should read 'An extended 
model can be postulated which covers the...'
Page 51 9th line from bottom, 'constant' should be 
' scalar'
Page 62 Line 5 should read *... conditional expectations, 
based upon knowledge up to time t, are taken of
(3.2.9).'
Page 6 3 2nd line from bottom should read
'...+bj^_^z )-...'
Page 6 4 6th line from bottom, 'Substituting back into
(3.2.10), combining A, B, and C gives,'
Page 68 Last line should read
'*(z) (1-z) + . . . + (-1)^ ^p+d^t-(p+d)
Page 7 6 2nd Line should read
Page 82 7th line from bottom ' z'" ' should read
'/m-l\z"'"‘^'
d-1/1-z
Page 83 Line 1 of the "Remark" should read '(4.2.6) is a 
solution to the recursive equation...'
Page 99 6th line from bottom should read
' + (l-g^ + . . .-f (-1 ) g^)  ^ 4>^ z^ .'
3 = 1
—d d —d
Page 109 Line I, 'g.z ' should be 'g.z (1-z) '
Line 2, ' Y ' should be * Y
j=0 j=l
Page 112 6th line from bottom, formula (5.3.11) should 
read
'F^(z) = k^r+1 '
Page 115 8th line from bottom should read 'This shows the 
same relationship to equations'. .. ' .
/\ /N
Page 132 5th line from bottom should read ' |l- (+) |<2SE ( 4)) '
